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United Press International

Seen&Heaid
Around
Murray

s- in Our t2no Year

Investigation Continues
In Death Of Almo Woman
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Murray, Ky., Tuesday t‘fternoon, March 2, 1971

10. Per Copy

Vol. LXXXXII No. 51

Committee Hearings On
House Plan Open Today

Sheriff Clyde Steele said today Frankfort for scientific tests and
that he "recognized the that these tests would probably
uneasiness in the Almo com- be revealing.
One Crocus in bloom at our munity since the death of Mrs. Steele further said that a
Louise Dixon on Wednesday, seventeen year old boy, who is
house
February 17."
one of the suspects in the death of
The sheriff said he wanted to Mrs. Dixon, has been placed in
Mrs. Douglas Wallace has
assure everyone that all law protective custody at the request
Jonquils in bloom.
enforcement agencies are of the boy's family.
Ours are not blooming as yet, but exerting every effort to identify Sheriff Steele urges every
the buds are large and about to and apprehend the assailant of resident of the community who
Mrs. Dixon who died as a result of has any information concerning
break open.
a gunshot wound above the right this case to please call his office
Keep a sharp lookout and all of a eye at her white frame home and report it either to himself or
By Robert P. Dalton
sudden you'll see no more Jun- located 2/
2 miles each of Almo his deputies.
1
The Murray Art Guild, in completed and will soon be
coes. They summer way up in just off Highway 464 on a gravel Mrs. Dixon, age 28, was cooperation with T.V.A., will
Ky. ( UPI ) FRANKFORT,
Plan
New
The
announced.
Legislators presented plans for
discovered dead in the bedroom again sponsor the Western An added feature to this year's
Canada. It seems that they just road near "Duncantown".
Guy
Representative
reapportionment and complaints
vanish overnight. Their clocks
Sheriff Steele reported that he of her home by her daughter, Kentucky Arts and Crefts festival will be the presentation
Lovings called the Ledger
with the redistricting bill today in
will tell them when to leave these is receiving assistance and Diana, age six, a student at Almo Festival at the Land Between of the Jackson Purchase Countryto
and Times this morning
a
hearing before a subcommittee
parts.
cooperation from the Kentucky Elementary School, when she the Lakes, June 26 and 27.
N.
L.
Western Jubilee by Mr.
report that the fourteen
attempting to complete the plan.
State Poliee Detective Division, arrived home just after getting
the
concerning
Details
Clark.
Western
in
representatives
When a fellow is hungry, Sar- Calloway County Policeman Dale off the school bus about 3:50 p.m. "The announcement is being
The concensus of those who
attraction are now being
Kentucky had met to
dines and crackers are hard to Spann, and the Murray City on February 17. Arvin Hill, school made at this time in order to give musical
was either "I'm
appeared
anbe
soon
completed and will
develop a reapportionment
beat.
unhappy with my district" or "It,
Police Department in the in- bus driver, told Coroner Max the artists and craftsmen more
this
for
own
nounced.
their
of
'plan
would be better to do it this way."
Churchill that he went on down time in which to prepare their The festival is open investigation.
part of the state. Their
The Calloway County Sheriff the road to let some more exhibits," Mrs. Susanne Doyle, vitational, although only original
Rep. John Esier, D-Kenton.
plan would not involve the
As we left for work this morning said that revealing all details of children off and returned by the chairman of the event, said.
No
what other legislators
expressed
exhibited.
be
may
West
the
of
work
any
of
splitting
we looked back at the bird feeder the investigation would obviously house and that Diana came
The festival, which was held for
Isler said the committee
such as
items
did
not.
manufactured
counties.
Kentucky
and a Squirrel had raised the top be unwise at this time; however running out to the road and told the first time last summer was
.Miss Judy Kelso
molds or
should have begun with his
Mr. Lovins said that his
of the thing and was down in it. the Sheriff did state that several them "someone had killed her attended by approximately 5000 those things made from
a
acceptable
be
district and then worked through
will
this
kits,
meet
to
was
group
His head was sticking out to see items of evidence have been sent mother".
visitors who view the works of spokesman said.
rest of the state.
the
reapthe
with
morning
what we were up to.
to the State Police Laboratory in
Sheriff Steele and Coroner more than 50 artist and craftmen,
Isler said the U. S. Supreme
portionment committee to
ceramics,
Paintings,
scene
some who come from as far away
Churchill arrived at the
Court's "One-man, One-vote"
offer the plan. He reported
About 100 Grackles in the yard as
leathercraft, wood carving,
before 4:30 p.m. and found Mrs. as Nashville and Memphis.
showed that the urban
mandate
to
Church
is
plan
the
Episcopal
of
part
John's
that
we left. All of them squawking.
Dixon, completely disrobed, face An added feature to this year s needlework, weaving and jewelry
areas deserved additional_
present Calloway County
of
of
are
some
examples
making
the
of
floor
down on a bedroom
festival will be the presentation
— repi e-aeotaticer- • and -should -be 'as a - Sepaeale - distric
Officers Named For St
home. Churchill said her hands of the Jackson Purchase County- the different types of work that miss Judy Kelso, daughter of
01 *11. Ow bad sides of h
considered rirst----m-AR— Ueapof
growth
the
of
because
Mr. and Mrs. Glen S. Kelso and a
nature;littleness is one of
New Officers for St. John's showed signs of having been tied Western Jubilee by Mr. L.N. may be exhibited.
portionment.
the county in population
major.
guitar
economics
were
home
there
said
most detestable.
Episcopal Church, located at up, but
Clark. Details concerning the "Anyone with an original craft junior
The committee heard from
because of its great
and
the
as
Main and Broach Streets,
musical attraction are now being is also invited to exhibit," the has recently been selected
delegates from northern and
(Continued on Page Eight
He said
potential.
growth
"Most Outstanding Member" of
Murray, were elected at a recent
eastern Kentucky and from
that he had the support of
spokesman added.
the Murray State University
The city of Nagoya, Japan, sent congregational meeting at the
Warren County. Reps. George
the other Representatives
exhibit
to
wishing
the
Persons
of
Section
Student Member
$3,000 to the people of Los church.
Massey, D-Bowling Green and
and
Kentucky
from
West
Mrs.
contact
should
their crafts
Kentucky Home Economics
Angeles following the earthquake They are Don Burchfield,
Brown, D-Bowlia,g,,
Edward
floor
the
on
night
last
that
Barbara Harrell, telephone 753- Association.
there
warden; Larry Clark, Clerk, and
Edward Brown,
and
Green
several
contacted
he
8555, so that the announcement This honor is bestowed yearly
Norman Klapp, treasurer.
Bowling Green, said they could
Representapves from over
listing all the detailed in- on a member whom the members
go along with the plan which
the state who agreed to
formation concerning the festival believe has the most qualities as
In 1965 we had 934 Inin part of Simpson County
takes
said
He
thik„
plan.
the
back
can be sent to them. an ideal leader or has partercontinental Ballistic Missiles
Kentucky
eastern
The
he was hopeful at this time
as
capacity
the
in
ticipated most
and Russia had 224. In 1970 we
representatives were unhappy'
County
that
Calloway
et member, a spokesman said.
had 1,054 and Russia had 1,440; In
.1 Disney Film As iFiestlisver
nun the plea tee seetbeeeteen
would not be eptit.
Currently, Miss Kelso is the
1965 we had 464 submarine
sections of the state.
Lovings told the Ledger
association
the
of
vice-president
by
answered
calls
were
had
Two
Hours
Russia
For
Story
Library
and
launched missiles
Rep. Bert Pollittee, D-Harlan„
The Calloway County Board of a program will enable them to
and Times that several
publicity
as
served
has
and
107. In 1970 we had 656 and Russia the Murray Fire Department on Education has made application reach their utmost potential
and Rep. Glenn Freeman, Dattorneys in the West
Age
Otter",
Teen
"Flash—The
chairman_
Monday with the first being at for and has received tentative allowing them to fuse back into
had 350.
Cumberland,objected to splitting
Kentucky group reported
12:45 p.m. to the Padgett home at approval for a unit in special society as econimically self- a Walt Disney color full length Miss Kelso is also a member of
Harlan County and said they felt
that variances of as much
of
the
the
be
feature
film,
will
national
a
Phi,
Omicron
Kappa
1309 Kirkwood.
the county would best be
education which will involve the sufficient individuals who will be
as 30 per cent had been
These are known as "first strike" Fire department records said educable mentally retarded contributing members of society. Story Hour to be held Wednesday honorary home economics
district
represented by one represenin
allowed
the
p.m.
to
at
from
four
three
society, in which she served as
the fire was from a short in a children of the Calloway County Miller and Curd said this
missiles.
even though it would have
tative,
populations.
heater at the one story brick Schools, according to Superin- program is designed to meet the Calloway County Public Library. social chairman for the past
enough population for one and
The west Kentucky group
be
will
the
of
film
Portions
Alpha
of
a
is
member
She
year.
home and was out on arrival of tendent William Miller and following objectives:
one-sixth representatives.
plan is as follows: District
shown at the Story Hour from ten Lambda Delta, a honorary
Someone sends us the following to the firemen.
Ballard, Carlisle,
Some 52 representatives aiEdward Curd, Coordinator of — Provide the pupil with a to eleven a.m. at the Library.
One.
soceity for freshman women
show we are not the only town Last night at 8:40 p.m. the Title I.
functional curriculum based on
a desire to appear before
dicated
Fulton;
and
Hickman,
The morning cession is for Recently, she was named to the
firemen answered a call to
with `.break-in" problems.
Two, Graves;
"Plans are being made to life experiences and designed to preschool children and the afDistrict
scholastic
(Continued on Page Eight)
dean's list of
Elizabeth Hall, the ten story finance this program through meet his everyday needs.
District Three and Four,
brick dormitory for girls, located ESEA,Title I grants. Title I is to — Develop self understanding ternoon session for school age achievement for the fall semester
District
McCracken;
"Break-ins are not uncommon in at 15th and Chestnut, Murray provide the funds for the con- in terms of abilities and children, according to Mrs. and has held this honor for the
Five, Calloway; District
librarian.
Trevathan,
Margaret
years.
two
past
the Tri-State area, but the State University. This was a false struction of a new room at the limitations.
Six Marshall and Trigg;
situation at Ridgway, Ill., alarm. The dormitory wars Calloway County High School.
— Provide indiVidualized
District Seven, Union,
recently was almost un- checked by the thirteen firemen This is a central location and will instruction designed to meet the
and
Crittenden
believable. Four business places, and three volunteers who an- not create a transportation needs of each individual.
Livingstone; District Eight
upon opening their doors the swered with three trucks. They problem as busses will be coming
Provide experiences conNine, Christian
and
morning after the nocturnal returned to the station at 9:05 into the High School each day ducive to social growth by the
County; District Ten,
pJn.
visits, discovered missing:
County Ranger Boyce Mcfrom the elementary centers, the inclusion of activities that will
Hopkins; District Eleven,
" 275 pairs of dress pants; one
Cuiston has announced that oflead the pupils to an unDistrict
officials said.
Henderson;
pair of boots, one sweater, 21
ficially the spring fire season
Plant Manager, E. M. Shin- peted a position as Buyer and
More than five jillion American derstanding of acceptable
Twelve and Thirteen,
recently
wedding bands, 16 women's
started on Monday, March 1, and
children suffer physical, mental behavior in social situations and ners, today announced the ad- Accountant. Ford,
Davis; District Fifteen
matched ring sets, 48 dress shirts
2 months when
/
will continue for 21
dition-of the following personnel employed by Carrier Conor emotional handicaps of suf- work settings.
Muhlenberg and Mclean;
and 79 watches.
it is unlawful to burn.
to the Murray Division of the poration, is a graduate of Murray
ficient magnitude to hinder or
District Sixteen, Todd and
"one 1970 Scout pickup and one
McCuiston said if persons must
Vanderbilt - Chemical Cor- State University, where he obprevent their normal educational
Logan.
tamed his B. A. degree in 1968.
1967 International pickup.
take
should
burn, they
poration.
deettopment. Although many of
State Senator Carroll
"13 chain saws and 75 feet of
precautions to preyent the fire
Ron (Gene) Hendon has ac- Ford and his wife, Rita, reside in
these children can made marked
Hubbard of Mayfield has
saw chain.
from spreading, wait until after
cepted the position of Production Shady Oaks.
progress, only about 40 per cent
been
of
received
endorsed this plan and
has
the
also
Word
recently
has
Page
E.
Donald
Mr.
"Small amount of cash from a
4:30 p.m. and then burn only
wittr—Vanderbilt.
Foreman
receive special education in our
E. Nance,
said that he "is very much
ireo accepted the position of Maincash register."
fotmerlk with
when the wind is calm.
said. death of Thomas
Curd
Hendon,
and
Miller
schools,
The Calloway County High
splitting
to
formerly of Calloway County,
opposed
The ranger said since it is
Chemical and Plastics of Calvert tenance Superintendent. Page, a
EMR program is based on
School Speech and Debate teams The
who died Monday at eight p.m. at
Calloway County."
illegal to burn before 4:30 p.m. all
City, resides wilb,..his wife, graduate of Purdue University in
pupils,
educable
that
premise
the
twentyparticipated along with
the Georgia Baptist Hospital, Wanda, at 1519 `Johnson the .school of Mechanical
Hubbard told the Ledger
smokes reported will be checked.
with an educational
three other schools from four if provided
Atlanta, Ga.
& Times in a telephone
He said these laws are necessary
in Murray. Hendon -Engineering_ will reside on
needs,
their
Boulevard
to
geared
structure
Ueit.od Preis. Isbormational
states in the Paducah Tilghman
Nance was 59 years of age and graduated from New Concord Glendale Road with his wife,
conversation today that
during the fire season because of
achieve academically,
can
Saturday.
Hearts,
of
Murray
on
Tournament
"efforts to prevent any
extremely dry conditions which
The formerly resided
School and attended Freed Lavinia Jo and their three sons.
High
vocationally.
and
socially,
West Kentucky counties
Mostly cloudy The Calloway County Speech officials said it is hoped that such Route Three where he operated a Hardeman Business Colleke and Page was formerly with B. F.
Kentucky:
prevail.
received two silver cups
from being split have been
pottery on Highway 94 East. He Murray State University. He is Goodrich Chemical Company in
through Wednesday with oc- team
Nothing is more disasterous
ratings.
superior
City
four
Bell
the
thirty
and
with
was originally
„
successful."
than a fire that is out of control,
casional light rain mainly central
married to the former Wanda Niagara Falls, New York and
the
as
ranked
Moody was
Pottery.
most recently with Allied
and literally years of work can go
Lamb of Murray.
and southeast portions today and Sandra
number one student in humerous
Funeral arrangemenis are
up in smoke in a very short time,
C. Ford of Murray has acc- Chemical Company in Hopewell,
tonight with some light snow
was
Kemp
Katie
being
is
interpretation,
body
the
but
incomplete,
Virginia.
McCuiston said. The preventing
possible north and east portions
Jan
and
poetry
in
ranked second
returned to the J. H. Churchill
Harold C. Givens has accepted
of forest and grass fires means a
late today or tonight with little or
James Steven Smith
Brower was third in prose. There I,araine Guyette, Assistant Funeral Home
the position of Analytical
lot to the people of this county,
no accumulation. Occasional rain
were approximately four hun- Professor in the Department of
Chemist. Givens is a native of
and it will take the efforts of
east changing to or becoming
Army
The
In
Enlists
STOLF.N
comin
CONTROL
entered
students
dred
Nursing Education of Murray
Auality, Kentucky. He graduated
every man, woman, and child to
mixed with snow before ending
Sport
James Steven Smith, 17 year from Morgantown High School in
State University, will be the Ralph Morris of Murray
Wednesday. Colder through petition.
hold firea—to a minimum, Mc4th
South
old son of Mr. and Mrs. James P. Morgantown. before receiving a
Calloway County students speaker for the Wednesday 1230 and Marine Company,
Cuiston said as he urged each
Wednesday Highs today upper
electric
an
said
superior
Extended,
S.
in
U.
thirty-four
the
enlisted
Smith
Street
has
received
Campus
from
United
luncheon at the
B. S. degree in Chemistry
The local contests in art, person to obey the Kentucky
40s or low 5Cts west and north to
foot control for an electric motor Army according to Sergeant the University of ho.uisville. sewing, music, and essay writing
sixteen excellent ratings Ministry, 202 N. 15th Street.
burning laws.
mid and upper 543s southeast. ratings,
the
at
boat
First Class Carl T. Jackson, local Givens, his wife, Grace,and their sponsored by the Muriay
and one good rating. Calloway - "Sexual Responsibility" will be was stolen from a
McCuiston said that tree
Lows tonight upper 20s and low
or Army Recruiter. Smith enlisted two sons,
Sunday
over-all
in
fourth
sometime
ranked
business
was
a
from
Broad
speaks
on
She
March
will reside
her topic.
Woman's Club will be held
seedlings are now being lifted
30s north and west to low 40s
the
to
according
night,
three
competition.
period
years.
of
a
for
Sunday
background of three years as a
Street. Givens was formerly with 17 at 7:00 p.m. at the clubhouse, and processed for delivery for
southeast. Highs Wednesday mid
The debate teams were very Clincial Specialist in Maternity report made to the Murray Police
After completion of basic Girdler, Inc. of Louisville. -- • Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Jr., contest those planning to set them this
30s to mid 40s.
impressive against their strong Nursing at Denver General Department on Monday at 9:45 training at Fort Campbell, he will The plant manager indicated chairman, announced at the
spring. For information on
competition. The Varsity debate Hospital, Denver, Colorado. She a al
attend a twenty-three week sp
s,in construction have March meeting of the club burning, timber management, or
that
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Riley
Johnny
of
team, composed
electronic eeiool at Fort Mon- caused postponement of the Executive Board held Mon414,
also worked with a Family
Extended Weather Outlook for
tree planting call McCuiston at
One Cited
and Quentin Fannin, won two and Planning Unit.
mouth, New -Jersey.
initial _start-up until later this March 1.
753.3087.
Kentucky Thursday through
the
by
cited
was
One
person
to
guaranteed
Nif2r%
lost two.
school
"This
Hampshire.
A native of New
The music contest and reading
Saturday:
on
Department
competing
Murray
Police
students
under
Other
Smith before he enlisted
Miss Guyette has an M. S. degree
of essays will be held in the
Makes Dean's List
Precipitation expected about
BASS CLUB MEETING
Saturday were, Stacy Adams, in Maternal Child Nursing from Monday. The citation was for the Army's guaranteed enlistauditorium while the sewing and
Miss Kathy Susan Lovett,
cast half Thursday in the west
Dale Arnold, Barbara Brittian, the University of Colorado, and public drunkenness..
Drane Shelley, club president art exhibits will' be displayed daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
ment program,"
and north portions Friday and
Mike Burchett, David Hall, degrees from Burbank School of
Anyone interested in this school of the newly formed Murray Bass downstairs. Mrs. Charles Moffett Durwood Lovett, has been named
Saturday.
state
the
of
most
over
Wrong Department
Warren Hopkins, Genny Locke, Nursing and Fitchburg State
or any of the other school's of-:Cu', announces the monthly is in charge of music; Mrs. Tass to the dean's list at Murray State
Slight rise in temperatures by
Freddie Allgood was named as fered under this program is meeting will be held at the
Dons College.
Sills,
Laura
Roach,
Tarea
Hopson, art; Mrs. 0. B. Boone University. She is a freshman
Saturday Highs in the low to
a permanent empleyec of the encouraged to. see SFC Jackson Captian's Kitchen at 6.30 p.m.
Turner„ Carla Watkins and
The luncheon is open to the
Jr • sewing; and Mrs. Harold majoring in piano and her
upper 308 ThUrsday rising to the
an
Sy-tem
Gis
Natural
Murray
The
Two
3.
students
Randy Williams.
at the Selective Service Fiaord in Wednesday, March
Abbe and costs seventy-five
Hurt. essay Mrs. Castle Parker average was 394'. She is a
upper 30s and mid 40s by
Sanitation
Murray
not
the
Andy Armstrong and Gil Hopson cents. Reservations may be
Murray each Tuesday or Friday program will consist of a dutch is hostess in charge of refreshSaturdn'y. Lows in upper teens to
graduate of Calloway County
assisted Speech and Debate made by phoning 753-3531 or 753- System as reported last Friday in at 1:00 p.m. His phone number in treat dinner followed by a
High School.
mid '.'114 ThdrSilay rising to the 208
on
Continued
Page
Eight
Times
and
the
I,edger
England.
Coach Larry
business meeting..
Mayfield is 247-4525
3565.
Saturday.

New Plan Formulated
For Western Counties

Arts and Crafts Festival
Dates Set For June 26-27

Miss Judy Kelso Is
Selected For Honor
At Murray State

Firemen Called Out
Twice On Monday

II

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both „Ili City
And In County

n.414,1

Special Education
Unit Is Approved

For County System

Fire Season
Opens Here

anderbilt Personnel
dditions Announced

Calloway
In Speech
Tournament

Thomas E. Nance
Claimed By Death

The Weather

Nursing Professor
Luncheon Speaker

Woman's Club
Contest Date
Is March 17
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Southern States Industrial Council
operations in the Republic of
South Africa. The Episcopal
NASHVILLE,
Tenn.-The Church reportedly holds 12,574
Intreasing political activity of a shares of GM stock.
number of church officials on the The GM operations in South
international front is a distrubing Africa include a major assembly
Hazel Boy Scout TroOp 73 members distributed food baskets to
evelopment. These officials, plant that gives employment to the needy in the community as a service project. Pictured, left to
employing the financial power in South Africans of all races. right, are Loyd McClure, Tim Erwin, Jim Fenton, Robert Waters,
denominations'
in- Presumably,. it is a profitable Jr., Richard Gee, David Waters, Harry Fenton, and Jeff Waters.
their
vestments, are trying to force operation that the vast majority
private business to adopt political of stockholders-who aren't
positions. They apparently hope, politically motivated-are very
thereby, to forge a new foreign pleased with. If the GM activities
By United Press International
were shut down, one can be sure
policy for the United States.
Today is Tuesday, March 2,
In taking these actions, these that European and Japanese
the 61st day of 1971 with 304 to
move
in
automakers
would
officials
act in a manner
church
follow.
that suggests they hope the quickly to supply the market.
Senior SCOUTS OF Troop 73,
churches will regain the tem- Closing the GM facilities in Hazel, ended 1970 by preparing The moon is between its new
poral power lost in centuries South Africa would pleas only the holiday season food baskets for phase and first quarter.
ideologues in the United States
Venus,
past.
he needy. These baskets were The morning stars are
M n _Albler/CMIA- -churchmen, who lesint.to radiealize the entire urnis ed
Woodman Mars, Jupiter and Mercury.
were outraged when they learned world. It is very doubtful that of the World. Food was selected, The evening star is Saturn.
that the World Council of Bishop Hines' demand would be projects planned and baskets On this day in history:
his
own
by
Churches is giving aid to draft- approved
In 1899 Congress established
distributed by Troop 73.
dodgers and deserters from the denomination if the issue were Recipients were selected with Mt. Rainier National Park in
U. S. armed forces. Earlier this put to a vote. The last General assistance of . the
Hazel Washington state.
SAFE AND SOUND—An American GI is lowered to safyear many churchmen were Convention of the Episcopal Elementary School Principal and
ety from a helicopter at Khe Sanh, South Vietnam, after
strong
Church
demonstrated
astonished to learn that the WCC
being picked up in a North Vietnamese mine field. This
teachers and officials of the In 1927 Babe Ruth of the New
is funding revolutionary groups grassroots oppostion to radical Woodman of the World. Food Was York Yankees signed a contract
photo is one of the last taken by UPI photographer Kent
in Africa. The WCC receives trends and to the pursuit of distributed the weekend prior to for $70,000 making him the
Potter before he was listed as missing in Laos. Potter
highest paid baseball player at
Was riding a helicopter which was shot down.
Money fr'om a number of chur- militant objectives.
Christmas.
ches in the UnitedelStates-the Beyond that, however, there is Life Scouts, Tim Erwin and that time.
vast majority of whose members the matter, of the double stan- Loyd McClure were in charge of
In 1943 the World War II
undoubtedly disapprovve of aid dard. Church officials who harass the project as part of the work on
Battle of the Bismarck Sea
to deserters or the financing of Portugal and South Africa-two their Eagle rank community
began. When it was over,
bastions of the West that are
terrorists.
service project.
American airmen had deWLAC-TV
lot
of
WS1X-TV
to
improve
tha
doing
much
The
role - of
several
A Court of Honor was con- stroyed a Japanese convoy of
Channel S
Channel 4
Channel _8,
denominations in political all their peoples through in- ducted Thursday, January 14, by
TUESDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
21 ships.
strangely
campaigns pertaining to African dustrialization-are
Troop 73 at the Woodman Hall in In 1945 units of the U.S. 9th
6 :3
:
0 tprilras; Wthr., Sports News;drty-ibrersts mI oDdrestimuasf Jeannie
African
about
the
black
silent
countiies and territories is very
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Senior Scouts Have
Special Project;
Awards Presented

Lt. Gov. Wilson L. Wyatt spoke today at Murray State College
and at the Murray Rotary Club. He lauded the growth of Murray.
Murray tied with Fulton for third place in the district judging in
the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce's "Community Action for
Progress" contest following a review of the city's scrapbook entry
and an explanation of the city's accomplishments by James L.
Johnson, executive secretary of the Murray Chamber of Commerce.
Flavil Robertson of the Murray Fire Department is attending
the 33rd annual meeting of the Fire Department Institute conference at Memphis, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Ward have returned from a week's tour of
the east coast of Florida.

TELEVISION
SCHEDULE
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Neale B. Mason, professor of cello and theory of the Fine Arts
Department of Murray State College, will be presented in a violincello recital on March 6. He will be assisted by Russell W.
Terhune, piano.
In the district basketball tournament Ly-nh Grove over New
Concord 56 to 52, Calvert City over Brewers 70 to 56, Benton over
Murray Training 59 to 49, and Sharpe over Hazel 65 to 46.
The Ferguson tractor will be explained to members of the 4-H
Club Tractor Maintenance and Operation School at the first
session at Stokes Tractor and Implement Company.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Pearson of Louisville will be the guests of
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. 0. A. Adams, Chestnut Street, Murray.

711telL-Loca1 courts in Kentucky were able to collect 1e3,557 last
year in previously unpaid bail-bond judgments with the help of
the state Insurance Department's new bail bonsdrnerilicensing
program.

MIGRATION-A group working to reverse the flow of Kentuckians from rural areas to cities recently heard a U. S.
Agriculture Department official say the federal government is
ready to help them get their programs under way.

GAS-The Public Service Copunission has approved a $516,000
refund to customers of Columbia Gas of Kentucky, Inc., mostly
in the firm's Lexington, Ashland, Maysville and Paris devisions
in Central and Northeastern Kentucky.

AIR-The Semet Solvay coke plant at Ashland must appear for
. a hearing before.t& state Air Pollution Control Commission to
determine if a permit should be granted for tile firm's continued

DRUGS-Kentucky's attorney general has ruled that a pharmacist's signature and the date cannot be typed out but must be
handwritten on the face of a prescription for narcotic drugs
when the prescription is filled.

LEAF-Last year's burley tobacco brought the second highest
average price on record while the percentage of pooled burley
was the lowest since 1965. Kentucky markets sold 402.2 million
pounds at $72.12 per hundred.

BOOST-Kentucky Farm Bureau Mutual, the state's second
largest single-cg,insurer, has asked for an overall increase in
its auto insurance rates amounting to about nine per cent, worth
1972,543 per year.
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American children are the tallest children on
earth and they, also are .the spendingest,
automobileridingest, spoiledest and softest
childron on earth. No other country would care to
dispute that claim.
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"Then spare the road and spoil the child."
-Samuel Butler
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wait slain, and hail redeemed vs.—Revelations S.
We Crave redemption more than the love Of God,more than life
- eternal. Flatting else can rouse us to such heights of
thanksgiiving.
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Flans Embark,a future shipping magnate is enticed by the ample
charms of luscious Diana kjaer portraying the title role in the
exciting new film from Sweden. "Fanny Hill", a modern look at
_ the lives and loves of the notorious lady released by CMemation
Industries. She% ing Thru Tire March 9, Salem Cinema I.
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Houk - Thinks Yankees Have Chance
To Beat Baltimore for East Title

Goys Upset
Western
In 96-94 Duel

Major College
Cage Ratings

TUESDAY—MARCH 2, 1971
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Bucks Still

Putting On
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NBA Standings

Who Is Really The Major
League's Highest Paid?

It's A Shame But Orioles
Must Play Ball This Year

Kentucky Moves Back
Into UPI's Top Ten
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Frazier Staying Calm
Before Title Fight

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE
753-8119

Get Your Cycle Tune-Up

MIDNIGHT OIL

INCOME TAX
$
LI FE

NOW!!

THREE QUALIRED MECHANICS ...
* John Hodge
* Robert Houston
* Butch Harrison
We service all makes and Models
Largest parts stock in West Kentucky
Loads of cycle accessories

YAMAHA

H8 H Cycle Shop
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Paris-Murray
Quota Clubs
Founders Party

Owen-Copeland Engagement

r1 Mrs. J. B. Burksen ..

......,„,......,--,
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Married In Guam

•:- ,.

Missionaries Give
Program At Social
At Rogers' Home

Mrs. James Rogers opened her
home on North 16th Street for the
social held by the Phebian
Sunday School Class of the First
Baptist Church op Tuesday,
February 23, at seven-thirty
o'clock in the evening.
Presenting the program were
Miss Belinda Ball and Miss Gale
Rogers, students at Murray State
University.
Miss Ball of Henderson showed
slides of her work as a summer
missionary to Alaska. She also
displayed articles from the
northern state.
Miss Rogers who served as a
missionary in Louisville last
summer discussed her work.
The president, Mrs. Howell
Thurman, presided.
Refreshments were served by
members of Group H composed
of Mesdames Rogers, Joe
Cohoon,James Lamb,Tip Miller,
W. H. Solomon, Wayne Flora,
Myrtle Housden, Nell Tackett,
Boazie Simmons, Marvin Harris,
and Rubin James.
Other members present were
Mesdames T. B. Hogancamp, Art
Lee, Brent Outland, Alvis Jones,
Sgt. and Mrs. David K. Erwin
Castle Parker, M. C. Garrott, Joe
Pat Ward, Dewey Lampkins, Jr.,
St. Vincent Church in Barrigada, Guam, was the scene of the Evelyn Lockhart, and William C.
January 25th marriage of Rufina Keyes Aguon, daughter of Mr. Adams.
and Mrs. Luis Aguon of Barrigade, Guam, and Sgt. David K.
Erwin, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bnren F. Erwin of Hazel Route One.
Father Meno officiated at the double ring ceremony. A reception
honoring the couple was held at the bride' home following the
marriage ceremony.
Sgt. and Mrs. Erwin will be making their home in Washington
H. Porter McNeely of Murray
State where he is currently serving with United States Air Force.
One is a patient at the
s
Route
Phillippine
in
the
tour
months
eighteen
an
He recently completed
and Guam.Their address is Sgt. and Mrs. David K. Erwin,62 Fld. Western Baptist Hospital,
Padurah,since suffering a stroke
Maint Square, McChord AFB, Washington 98438.
at his home on February 18.

Birthday parties are always
happy parties. A particularly
happy one was when Paris
Quota Club and Quota Club of
at the club house at two p.m. with
Tuesday, March 2
Murray, Kentucky met on
program by Mrs. Barad
the
The
Jessie
Ludwick
Circle of
Thursday evening Feb. 25th in
Hostesses will be
Douglas.
the First Presbyterian Church
Governors Room of the REAMesdames Noel Mehrgin, Greg
will
meet
at
the
of
home
thier
Mrs.
for
Building
Jackson
Month
Stanford Hendrickson at 1:30 Miller Rune Warren, Kenton
Founders
annual
Miller, and R. E. Moyer.
p.m.
celebration.
in
was founded
Quota
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order Women of the Moose will meet
February 1919 in Buffalo, New
York, with the founder, Wanda
of the Rainbow for Girls will meet at the Moose bodge at 7:30 p.m.
Frey Joiner as the President.
at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m. All officers are asked to wear
pastel formals.
The party was a zodiac party.
Mrs. Louise Moore, chairman of
The Annie-ArMstrong_group of
decorations and entertainment
Friday, March 5
the First Baptist Church will. not
was in charge of plans for the
Mur_ray
The
the
miss
to
due
meet tonight
party. The invocation was given
5. eotot-Sitizens Club will have a
study on Wednesday.
by Mr. E. B. McCutcheon.
potluck luncheon at the social
the
Following a buffet meal
hall of the First United Methodist
of
t
Departmen
The Delta
members and guests were
Murray Woman's Club will meet Church at noon. Hosts and
seated at tables flaged with the
at the club house at 7:30p.m. with hostesses are Otis Harrison, Mr.
Planet of each ones birthday,
Cancer,
Gemini,
Misses Ruth Sextion, Kathleen and Mrs. Willie Hale, and
Aries, Taurus,
Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio,
Patterson, Ruth Lassiter, Mesdames 0. C. McLemore,
Sagittarius, Capricorn,
Mesdames Wells Purdom, Sr., J Norman Klapp, Gladys Hale,
Aquarius and Pisces. Napkin",
Hosick, Alice Koeneke, and Bertha Jones, and Carl Harrison.
as
place cards, and other table
Hendrickson
Stanford
Miss Peggy Sue Owen
decorations carried out the
The Church Wlmen United will
hostesses.
zodiac theme. Favors were from
World Day of Prayer at
observe
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth J. Owen of Murray announce the
a Paris enterprise and a
Department of the the St Jonn's Episcopal Church,
Kappa
The
of
Sue
Owen
Peggy
Miss
engagement ot their eldest daughter,
Quotarian. Mrs. Moore, 1st
Murray Woman's Club will meet Main and Broach, at ten a.m. All
Atlanta, Ga.,formerly of Murray, to Richard C. Copeland, son of
Vice-President of the Club,
the club house at 7:30p.m. with women of the community are
at
presided over the dinner
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Copeland otKnoxville,Tenn.
Ted Bradshaw, Glenn invited to attend.
Mesdames
and
Atlanta,
in
Mitchell
H.
John
Dr.
by
meeting.
Miss Owen is employed
Philpot, and
Lawrence
Rogers,
The
in
,
also
ns,
Following introductio
Mr. Copeland is attending De Vry Institute of Technology
hostesses.
as
Hurt
Harold
Chapter M of the P.E.O.
Beginning of Quota, was given
Atlanta, Ga.
will meet at the home
Sisterhood
by Mrs. Bethel Williams, Sect.
planned
is
An April wedding
The- Women's Society of of Mrs. George Hart at 7:30 p.m.
Treas, of the 23rd Dist. of Quota
Christian Service of the First Annual reports will be given and
International, Inc. Mrs. Moore
Dan Tinsley.
United Methodist Church will officers will be elected.
then introduced Mr. Charles
the
of
At the conclusion
meet at ten a.m. in the church
Wilson, Vice-Pres. and Trust
program Mrs. Weatherly con- parlor. Tht executive committee
Officer of the Commercial Bank
Sunday, March 7
ducted the business meeting. will have a coffee in the social Women of the Moose will attend
ea Trust Company, who insecretary,
Mrs. Frank Kane,
troduced a friend, Mr. Jesse R.
hall at 9:30 a.m. with Mrs. the Mid-Winter conference at
1 he over-the-boot petit is
called the roll and read Raymond Carter as guest
Safley, Vice-Pres. of Commerce
Women Are Still
Madisonville. Transportation
the
top fashion look for white
Willard
from
dence
correspon
Union Bank, Nashville, Tenavailable and -all 4nembers are Favoring The Mini
:stag ski Weal's. -Di"iris;riad--ei
DepartMent of the Alls, president of the Calloway speaker.
Zeta
The
.
nessee.
urged to attend. Contact any
Club met on County Council on Drug
By almost two to one, Amer- pressions of stretch fabric,
Mr. Safley brought many Murray Woman's
fficer for a ride
ican women are still "playing doubleknitriesnow pants 'Mut
stimulating Thursday,February 25, at seven- Education and from the Com- The Murray-Callovrax County
after-dinner
n
it short" in favoring the mini. warrnupf,slack sty ling is everythoughts to the group, remin- thirty o'clock in the evening at munity Mental Health Center of Retired Teachers Associatio
Wilkinson of Not surprisingly, almost two- where.
James
Rev
There are suits in
County
at
the
Club
Calloway
will
meet
Woman's
Murray
the
wona
comis
ding the club that it
Western Kentucky. Both
belted or not, bib
and
celebrate
will
one-piece,
preach
(85
Fulton
30
under
women
of
two
p.m.
thirds
at
Library
Public
derful time to be a Quotarian House.
munications expressed apHoly Community at 10:30 a.m. at per cent) p refer the shorter fronts, western fringe and wild
emit° bring women's concern to
to Zeta's for their
preciation
Weatherly,
for St John's Episcopal Church, lengths, while those in the 50- prints.
Mrs. James
the problems confronting the
monetary contributions which An organizational meeting
and-over bracket favor the midi
department chairman, presented will be used to further help in support of Bert Combs and Julian Ian and Broach.
world today.
by 36 per cent to 13 per cent.
at
senior
a
Etherton,
and
in
be
upstairs
held
Mark
members
will
106
Carroll
There were
promoting their projects.
Half the females In $10,000 and
a
and
School
guests attending the dinoer. Murray High
Mrs. Donald Jones reported on the City Hall at seven p.m.
up income categories vote for
HAPPY BIRTHDAY QUOTA, member of the National Forensic the recent visit made by memmini-length, while women in the
with 52 years of SERVICE to League. Mr. Etherton intorduced
bers of the Teens-Who-Care Group I of the CWF of the First
under $5,000 bracket choose the
of
Club
others.
Speech
the
members of
Chapter to Outwood Hospital at Christian Church will meet in the
midi over the mini by 38 per
*•*
a
Murray High School who gave
Springs. Zeta members home of Mrs. Henry Holton at ten
cent to 22 per cent.
Dawson
Shoes -for spring tend to most interesting and entertaining had previously voted to sootiaor .m. The .program and worship The Penny 4-44 Club held ita
Appearing with
focus attention on the ankle, program
and provide funds necessary to will be directed by Mrs. Harlan organizational meeting at the
'Haring anti 'run lllll
rather than the toe. This is Etherton were Becky Sams, obtain a charter to this group of Hodges.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
nulled up desipier Kaspe-'s
done via straps. sandals, Ind Mary Winter,Don Lampkins,and
22,
Fones on Monday, February
young people who are interested
•
spring collection for Joan
lacings.
in working with the mentally ill. Group 11 of the CWF of the at seven o'clock in the evening. I ...she. Kasper's -Pla on proOfficers elected were Miss pOrtioli- was the Sins-note that
Refreshments were served to First Christian Church will meet
members and guests by the in the home of Mrs. Clyde Jones Patsy Burkeen, president; Miss projected a young and soft
hostesses, Mesdames A. D. at two p.m. with Mrs. C. B. Fair Janet Usrey, vice-president; silhouette with the feeling ot
Wallace, H. B. Bakley, Jr., J. J. as cuhostess. The worship will be Miss Sandy Bibbs, secretary; constant - lint contrtilled moRoach, L. K. Pinkley, and Par- by Mrs. Rubye Roberts and the Kevin Lovett, treasurer; Miss tion. The 'Firing collection reflected the vitalitv of fashion
program by Mn. Frank Roberts. Paula Cavitt. reporter.
dom Outland.
Others named were Glen Gibbs fri•ciloin arid the elegance of
Over and under goes the weave in a patchwork
pleteh furriiiiine attitude
Coleman, game
of bright colors. Fashioned of flexible, unlined
The NFO will meet at Bobby and David
*.*
Black and
Kathy
and
leaders,
A
stripping
Shed
heel.
Kemp's tobacco
leather and se-i on a chunky, stacked
leaders.
song
Overby,
Ricky
p.m
south of Lynn Grove-atl:30
soft step above the ordinary.
Parents present for the
fligh-tiecked. sweaters are
meeting were Mr. and Mrs. ;told with the longuette jumWeoesday, March 3
Fones, Mr. and Mrs. Bud Gibbs,
by
Rev. R. A. Slinker will teach Mrs. Terry Cavitt, Mrs. Alvin per. \lintel suggests topping
the sweater with a striking
The Woodmen of the World the mission study book, -he Usrey, Mrs. Charles Coleman, 'rill,'!
necklace.
plaque
the
First
at
Task",
Diakonic
presented sports
and_Mrs. Ralph Morris.
Sorority
Coispaniott drop earrings and
p.m.
seven
at
Church
Baptist
The next meeting will be held
equipment to the children at
w rts.t fail of bright litindshed
Paradise Friendly Home on
at the home of the president on bangles complete the look.
,Sunday, February 28, at three The Faxon Mothers Club will Thursday. March 4, at four p.m.
p.m. The Omicron Alpha chapter meet at the school at 1:30 p.m.
of the Tau Phi Lambda Sorority
lsold candler-tar -finance the -The-Administrative Board of
the First United Methodist
project.
Basketballs, soccer balls Church will have its dinner
badminton sets, volley balls, and fheeting at the social hall at 6 30
footballs were accepted en- pm
thusiastically by the forty-two
children.
Women of the Oaks Country
Mrs. Glenda Smith, past Club will have their bridge
president of the sority, made the session at the club at 9:30 a.m.
presentation. Other committee For reservations call Mrs. Jim
it** II
members assisting at the home Bryan 753-8280.
ill, — Vi i* III
on Sunday were Mesdames Jean
Richerson, Julia Higginbotham,
%06•1:::
Thursday, March 4
Jeanie Lamb, Carolyn Parks, The Town and Country
Annie Laura Farris, and Loretta
Homemakers Club will meet at
411k t°1111. 141 Pi
Jobs, the latter being field
the home of Mrs. Jules Harcourt,
'
gi
i1114"
of
the
Woodmen
of
ive
representat
Ile
•
1
0
k..,g ot Ilk 10$
1710 Magnolia, at 7:30 p.m
the World. Mrs. Farris and Mrs.
11 114 fa. Pi .14-4IVO $ai‘
n
co-chairme
Three members of Omicron Atpna Chapter of Tau Phi Lambda
Phyliss Crider were
000111004
The Baotist Young Women of
'1 1810
project.
guests of the Sigma Delta Chapter of Tau Phi Lambda
the
were
.of
the Memorial Baptist Church will
ot fl( fli li Pf M. Fel
Before leaving Paradise the
sorority for the presentation of shoes to children of the Paradise
meet at the'home of Mrs Max
l M#0/10114
si
Friendly Home in Farmington. Glenda Smith. Helen Spann and
sorority members observed all
Reed at seven p.m.
WisfIll PI ft 01 Of
Julia Higginbotham were present lia'Grant's Department Store,
sports equipment being used
gymthe
in
as
well
as
Mayfield, and assisted in the fitting ad presenting of shoes for 42
outdoors
10411/1"1"1"W
: 14
The Garden Department of the
10 /
youngsters. After all shoes were fltt, refreshments were served\
nasium. The group also was
• i $ri Pi IS PO
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at Grant's luncheonette.
given a tour of the home.
WWI
0"
•
• al lit
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Students Present
Program At Meet
Of Zeta Department

I

PA(;F FIVF.

A PeAdoeuziA

If some of your durable
_press garments iurve a fishy
odor, wash them carefully and
.most of it will disappear, ac-cording to Mrs. Ruth "Ann
Wilson, extension clothing specialist at the Pennsylvania
State University. Mrs. Wilson
said the odor is caused by a
resin with a formaldehyde
base.

Penny 4-H Club
Elects Officers

4
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service it an ann
1.4 million lire ($2,
Although Rom

Softly Woven
"Soft Power

Woodmen Sorority
Presents Equipment
To Children's Home

1
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FREE P

COIL
753-3852
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Matching
Handbag

Opening Soon
Maytag Equipped

HIGHLANDER CENTER

Adams Shoe Store
Downtown Shopping Center
te..1-er fee,' Al re,Vria

SELF-SERVICE
LAUNDRY
little four year old Wally tucks his football udder his arm that
the Woodmen of the World Sorority girls gai,e him on Sond;i%
Mrs rarolyn Parks and Mrs RIcherson. Woodmen rn..nihrr,
ohk,r‘p his happiness.
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Central Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
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Highway Safety Foundation—

H S F's Accident Investigation Team
Ceaselessly Seeks Facts in Crashes
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A TEXAS ELBOW, they call this Fiberglas-reinforced item. It will sit on top of two
100-foot towers at a pulp mill in Texas. The elbow is 5 - feet - 6 in diameter
and
weighs about 4.000 pounds, light for a package like this.
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Romans get bang
out of high noon
with one of the biggest municipal debts in the world,
there are no plans to discontinue the service, which has
become one of the Eternal
City's Countless traditions. a
The daily cannonade was
started in 1846 by Pope Pius
Their mission is to fire the IX, then ruler of Rome. It was
"noonday gun" by which discontinued at the onset of
Romans set their clocks and World War Two, and for 20
years, Romans had to content
watches.
On station at 11:30 a.m.. themsElves with the aesthetiing sound of a-the soldiers wheel-a World Warr cally
One artillery piece from the siren to rejhind them when it
stone archway where it is-kept. was time )6,g9 to
The noonday gun ware reThey grease it, prime it and
vived in 1954 and an artillery
wait for the countdown.
At three minutes to midday, piece--never fired in anger—
a telephone in the archway was found in army stores for
rings, and warrant officer the job. The same gun,carefully
Mario Brunetti reports the greased and gleamingly potished has been used ever since.
time squad is ready.
At two minutes to the hour, It was built by the Skoda
a powerful red light is beamed works in what is now CzecIs
toward the gunners from a alovakia for the Austro- untower of the (:ampidoglio, the garian army in 1918, and came
to Italy as war b9oty; having
eity hall.
(In the hour exactly. the never seen use. The only mishap over the
Attila goes out, Brunetti's arm
Vats and the gun goes off with past 11 yaafra 1)10100ftlidlet
a crash that can be heard over the -gun was primed- wine a
double charge of powder Its
most of central Rome.
--ntistake. The explosion broke
Little effect
xtvindows of neighboring housIn offices, and shops, eafei es. Very rarely, when the
and houses, Romans stop to weather is damp, the gun fails
put their watches right—but to go off and Romans call
most of them continue to ar. up city hall to ask what haprive half an _hour late for their pened. k lets officials know
the service is appreciated.
appointments any way.
The city' provides the time
However, despite the puncservice at an annual cost of tuality of the noonday gun, it
1.4 million lire ($2,260).
seems that no two public
Although Rome is saddled clocks in Rome tell the same
time.
By BARRY JAMES
ROME (UPI) — Every day,
rain or shine, five Italian army
soldiers ride to the top of the
Gianicolo hill overlooking
Rome with 2.25 pounds of
explosive wrapped in a plastic

DRESSES
Plain

$ 1 09

Through Saturday, March 13th

•
•
•

FREE PitK-UP AND DELIVERY

COLLEGE CLEANERS

a

•
•
a

753-3852

•
•
a
a
•
•

1411 Olive Blvd

iALBERT ON RETIREMENT
WASHINGTON UPI)—House
Speaker Carl Albert, 62, says
he will retire at age 70, but he
A Highway Safety Foundation's accidont investigation team here probes into a
does not feel that should
two-car crash. A vehicle analyst (with clipboard, at far right) begins examinnecessarily be the retirement
ation of critical vehicle areas of most damaged car Team's law enforcement
age for any other member of
officer (center) and traffic engineer (far left) make note of other factors.
Congress.
By Central Press
or pedestrian who has been
"The job of Speaker is
MANSFIELD, Ohio—Unknown, -to most
a small drinking to some extent.
difficult and I don't want to group of dedicated people havgdieen workingAmericans,
feverishly over the
2- -Vehicle defects or mechancarry on the job when I get past three years in what hag been described as a "race against ical failures are
involved in less
old," Albert said Sunday. "I death."
•
than one per cent of accidents,
Dubbed the A.I.T. raccident investigation team) this elite force
think the last two Speakrs
3 At moderate speeds on
were able to do it, even to 80, is the action arm of the Highway Safety Foundation, an inde- wet pavement.; a vehicle's fiont
pendent, non-profit organization based here at Mansfield, carry, wheels
will actually leave the
but different people are constiMg out a new approach to the reduction of automobile fatalities ground a
phenomenon known
tuted differently."
The team, including a traffic engineer, a behavioral psycholo- as "hydroplaning
."
gist, a piaster mechanic and a photographer, is tuned in to the
Wrap it
4—Current federii regulahighway
patrol
frequency
around
the
ready
clock,
to
rush
within
NEW YORK (UPI)—Scarves
tions specify ,a 232 inch minitake to all sorts of treatment as minutes to the site of severe accidents to analyze and determine mum time tread-depth is unsafe
heir causes.
fashion accessories for spring"
and should be increased to at
Its mission is to delve systematically into the, human, mechanOne way to wrap it up with ical
ancLesicilronmental elements of the crash as well as the his- least 4 32 inch.
a scarf: Use a singk,seiblong torical developments leading up
5 -Mandatory seat belt usage
turning it into a sashe-Another: to the accident. The investiga- mendations,he implemented. . could save 25.000 lives and avoid
500,000
crippling injuries annuFold a large squpe*scarf into a tion usually pins down precisely
To speed the accumulation of
triangle and tie it on the side, the causes of the accident and this critical data, the accident ally.
like a side*mg apron.
becomes a piece in a mosaic that investigation team at Mansfield
the foundation fully expects will
point -the Was. to accident-free
driving.
•
•
WITHIN the net few years
the team expects tt amass data
on the causes of 10,000 accidents
and, through - the Highway
Safety Foundation, plans to present its finding to Congress and
the public. If its recommendstions 110•00111111 1411.W Mnd safety
forms are instituted on
arttional level, HSF believes that
the current annual traffic toll
of 62,500 deaths and 2.5 million
crippling injuries could he
slashed by as much as 90 per
cent. This is where the team's
efforts take on the aspect of a
"race." The faster this vital information is gathered, the sooner can the life-saving recom-

Medical:
blueprint

CHICAGO (UPI) — A blueprint for better lhealth rare
at a reasonable cost is contained
in a report from the American
Hospital Aiwrieletkttelt (AHA)
F..„4 vows wationwslostsisAbiadP•b•si ;Wit
what the team has learned ran
special committee on the proe use immediately to save
vision of health services.
The report recommends the
t, • •
establishment of health care
corporations throughout the
DURING its accident investigations, the team's researchers
country which would assume
have uncovered several importhe responsibility and accounttant facts:
ability for providing health care
I-- Thirty-eight per cent of
to all persons in a defined
fatal accidents involve a driver
community.
Under provisions of the
plan, the government would
buy into the program for the
poor, the near-poor and the
aged. If an applicant were
financially marginal, he would
pay a portion of the cost of
the package and the governMINIMA (ITO outh ing that the majority of dinerment would pry the rest.
"The important point is is not only protesting the pol- in many of the restaurant,
that everyone would buy into lution of the environment -- it claiming food grown "organicthe same system anel.have the is leadinit, the fight for pure ally" (free of xestivides) wer.•
same access to the same care, food.
increed young.
Dr. Max Warmbrand made
whether he lives in Biltmore
"These y imitplens will 111,1
Wates or- in the inner city," this point in aui suidrisw LLA LIU` accept thr-'valnes of- the twirler
Stephen Morris, president-elect Ifith annual elinvention of the
generaliim
prorif."
a i titi iii I
of the AIDS, noted in International Sisriely for Re- said Dr. 11 armbrand, a gentle
search
in
Nutrition and the 74-year-old who lives in Stam"Hospitals." AliA journal.
Morris is president of Diseases of Civilization at Trier ford, Conn. and I Ulando, Ha.
Samaritan Health Service of in Gerniany.
"Tile\ waM to know why
Then he came to London
Phoenix, Ariz., a consortium
there" is so much disease ill
and
gave
a
practical
&minof 10 hospitals.
i'lluntries such as our despite
stration of his claim • Its show
the high startdard of living.
"They want to know what
%%%%%%%%%%%%%% \\\\\\\\N\
we Jr, doing wrong, why
Americans do not live as long
as srnne other people'!' This
has led them to question, among other things, the diet
the older generation freely accepts.
This eharige in the

Says youth pushes
fight for pure food

REOPENING!!

•

Sue & Charlie's
Restaurant

tor."
As or, Po armbrand spoke
he was surrounded, in a restaurant called "Raw Deal" by
gnorps of strikingly dressed
members of the swinging 1 Amdon set. Ile was greeted by
the manner with respect as
the author of "The Encyclopedia of Health' and t)ther
kooks on health and diet.

LV

Dr. Warmbrand said he impressed on the delegates at
Trier the need to lead the
mtig into sensible eating and
living habits rather than have
them experimerdurith useless
or harmful fads. his own fourpoint -nbitrinr -keeping healthy
_
is••

SERVING THOSE FAMOUS____
FISH DINNERS
siatILIVICWItittLIMILICAILICIS

Enough sleep and rest; sc
physical exervise: emotional
router)! and Hie right mitri
lion, In his terms the latter
lop•icaik mean- tryst( knit and
1i,,l.' a heal
vegetables anti

/
1
2 Mile West of Kenlake State Park,'
Hwy. 68 84 80
\\\

%%%%%%%.\\\

10..\

5\5\5

xx

thinking of the new generation
presents a challenge to the

individual doctor ad educe-

THURSDAY, MARCH 4

0

has helped recruit and train
similar teams. Its efforts have
extended to the state of Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia
and other areas of Ohio.
These teams are working in
conjunction with state and local police department.s.ln-depth
reports of accidents are sent
regularly to state highway authorities and safety organiza-

products and
III%%%%%% cif

iii'

try if desired. '
\

\\\\

SIGNIFICANTLY, federal
legislatcir% have ali-eady paid
heed to some of the team's findings. Inspired by the documentation and testimony resulting
from the seat belt study, Congress recently enacted a law requiring interstate truckers to
wear seat belts or stiffer penal•
ties after July 1.
The accident investigation
team hopes the American pow*
will respond with equal concern
o a fund-raising drive being
annched by the Highway Safety Foundation which will permit
an expansion and speedup of its
life-saving studies and an acceleration of activity in its
"race against death." Donations
may be mailed to Highway
Safety Foundation, Mansfield.
Ohio.

Mormon pioneers
GENOA,. Nev. (UPI) — Nevada's first permanent settlement, Mormon Station- here,
was founded in 1851 by Mormons driveh from Illinois.

Good looking clothing.
Sandone drycleaning.
They go hand in hand.
Catalina created these fashions. And Catalina
knows how to keep theist lOokirig fresh as new'
they recommend only Sanitone drycleaning.• Our
exclusive process actually retexturizes fabrics. Gives
them a delicate, subtle difference. Improves appearance and extends life of the
garments. • Get in step with the
Samtone
latest fashions. Then protect them
0•41., bloa..griltamr
with the best quality drycleaning
• in town:

* SPECIAL *
(MARCH 2 THRU 27)
MEN
dS
LADIES
(Pont Suits Included) $ 1

BOONE'S
LAUNDRY and CLEANERS
"The Cleaner Interested
In You"

ALL PRICES SLASHED.
1968 MERCURY Cyclone. Like new!
1967 PONTIAC Catalina 4-Door. Air Conditioned.
1967 COUGAR. Air conditioned.

1,650
5
.

1969 TOYOTA Sprinter. Air conditioned.
1969 COUGAR Convertible. 11,000 actual miles.'
1967 PONTIAC GTO. Like new!
1967 MERCURY Montclair 2-Door Hardtop. Air conditielie
1966 DODGE 440 4-Door. Air conditioner.
CHEVROLET Station Wagon. V8.
1966.
1966 CHEVROLET Super Sport Vinyl top
1967 CHEVY Impala 4-Door Hardtop.
1968 VW Fastback. Like new!
1967 OPEL. Nice
1964 PONTIAC Bonneville 4-Door Hardtop

'1,450
1,600
1,450
2,650
1,450
'1.450
'1,100
1,150
'1,150
1,150
1,300

All ARE LOCAL TRADE.--INS
GUARANTEED TO BE IN GOOD CONDITION

Hatcher Auto Sales

J

tor poul-

19

515 Sout[N2th Street

'700
'550

-s.
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Rope leads to monastery
WASHINGTON (UPI) The only way that monks can
reach Ethiopia's Debra Damo
monastery is by climbing a
60-foot rope, says the National
Geographic Society.
comics, 76 per cent; program
According to legend, a holy
lists, 69 per cent: horoscope, :man chanced on the table top
69 per cent; fashion 63 per
mountain more than 2,000
cent, and teen-age columns
years ago and chose it as his
and news 59 per cent.
place of prayer and penance.
Some 88 per cent of the
Climbing to the heights was
college girls said they read the
impossible so, as the legend
paper three or more times a
God commanded a snake
week. Other sections getting
among the rocks to sunmajor attention were comics, coil itself and
lift up
per
68
horoscope
cEnt;
68 per
the
cent; television and radio listgratitude, the monk
Ininok
ings, 67 per cent; fashion 66 founded the monastery of
per cent; gossip columnists 51
11,-bra Damo, now Christian.
per cent; teen-age columns and
A ramp the builders used was
news 35 per cent.
torn down after construction
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The 'iv generation'
favors newspapers

By GAY PAU LET
UPI Women's Editor
NEW YORK (UPI) Johnny and Jane CAN read
and DO read.
They represent the so-called
television generation, but reading the newspaper is one of the
strongest habits to emerge in a
new study on where young
people seek news and information.
An independent study by
Gilbert Youth Research assessed
habits and attitudes of a
By Abigail Van Buren
national cross-section of 1,647
persons in the 14-25 year old
mother
troubled
the
to
reference
With
ABBY:
DEAR
bracket.
for
whose 22-year-old son gave her black lace panties
The study found that 73
Christmas and took to slapping her on the rump in an
per cent of all this 14 to 25affectionate manner: The poor woman got so worried about
year-old group reads one or
what other funny ideas he might have had, she locked her
more daily newspapers on the
bedroom door at night.
average weekday.This compares
with 78 per cent of the daily
You gave the most stupid, idiotic answer I have ever
or free time. Her work on the
By VERNON SCOTT
readership among all adults 18
1411h:inn, show requires only
read. What do you mean, "He is probably just a normal,
UPI Hollywood Correspondent three days, two of which occand over.
healthy boy who loves his mother"?
Advertising,
of
Bureau
The
HOLLYWOOD (CPI) more
in
it
upy 12 hours each. The third
show
oan
his
mother
who
loves
A boy
a research arm of the American Jo Anne Worley, who trans- is a 45-minute run-through of
respectful ways. Why didn't you tell her to throw the guy out
Newspaper Publishers ANOCill,- ferred ber boornang voice and the scripts.
in the street, and tell him to find a prostitute to play with?
representing the bulk of insane giggw from "Rowan and
lion,
She is a compulsive shopper
but
quick.
out
him
That would have straightened
dailies, underwrote Martin'sLaugh-In" to "The
nation's
the
She is not an athlete. In
I am a typical country boy, but with lots more common
the study.
Andy Williams Show," is in addition to not swimming, she
sense than some of those city folks. If I ever gave my Ma
Results of the study went love and unmarried.
doesn't ski, play golf, tennis,
black lace panties and slapped her on the rump, I'd get some
into a 28-minute color film
But then anomalies are a jog or play polo.
teeth knocked out.
featuring young people on and way of life with Jo Anne.
"Who needs all that?" she
If you can't give any better advice than that you ought to
off campus, interviewed in 17
She owns a swimming pool said. "I adore shopping, eatR. B. L., SAN ANTONIO
give up.
cities. Actor Richard Basehart but doesn't know how to swim. ing and drinking champagne."
narrated it.
Jo Anne tntertainslour to
The brunette comedienne
DEAR R. B. L.: Tea are entitled to yOUr opinioa. And se
As young people grow up bought her own two-bedroom six friends, mostly other perIs the writer of the isimillag letter. Please read so.
they read newspapers more and and den home in fashionable formers, at dinner frevently.
watch television less, the study Toluca lake in the San On other occasions she preDEAR ABBY: Talk about sick! That troubled mother
found. It also reported a fur- Fernando valley,
only five pares dinner for her steady
who started locking her bedroom door at night in case her
ther profile of readers:
minutes from NBC studios fella before going out to a
22-year-old son got some "funny ideas" sure beat everything
-72 per cent of high school where the Williams show ef Movie.
I have ever read. She got nervous about her son's intentions
freshmen and sophomores; 81 taped.
On screen Jo Anne projects
when he gave her a pair of black lace panties for Christmas
per cent of high school juniors
The house is a single-level .1 boisterous personality. In
and seniors; 82 per cent of high ranch style which Jo Anne has person she is quietly humorous
and took to slapping her affectionately on the rump as he
school students who drive; 5 taken pains to decorate ac- and dedicated to making her
passed by.
per cent of students attending cording to her own tastes. Pri- home the most comfortable in
Maybe her being a 47-year-old widow, living alone with
college in their hometown; 78 marily, the place is comfortable town.
her son is giving her some funny ideas. She should get out
per cent of college students who and has some old fashioned
and meet a few people and she wouldn't be so troubled.
at home; 81 per cent of touches.
live
Steeple story
ANOTHER WIDOW
married,college students;
Her curtains, for example,
FAIRFIELD, NI 41,111) -74 per cent of young are criss-cross ruffled organdy
wooden steeple on
To-.-.AR ABBY: Can you please tell me what is the proper
people out Of school; 81 per which make a pleasant con- The white
Fairfield ReocAure in acknowledging the birth of an abnormal child?
cent of young people living in trast with the dark parquet the brownstone
there today
is
Church
formed
,lorgoloid I
their own households; 82 per floor of the living room.
Vanderhoof
Aaron
because
I -wet .inly cannot send a card or gift of "cocjgratulacent of the ag; group who
Overstuffed furniture -wingget the pew he wanted
LO
who has had such a tragedy. Would
attended college;86 per cent of backed- chairs and the like- didn't
-sympathy" be more in order' Or should something like this
those who are married. and 84 make the rooms comfortable in 1800,
Vanderlii.x.if offered to pay
per cent of those with family and inviting. The dining room
he acknowledged at all?
OKLAHOMAN
a steeple when parishioners
for
year
per
of
$10,000
incomes
features a handsome harvest voted to replace the log church
DEAR oELAHOMAN: A child. soma' or otherwise, is a
or more.
table.
with a bigger one, on condichild to his mother. Don't differeatiate.
The study, designed for use
Jo Anne's heavy wood coffee
receive first choice
of those in the advertising and table 'dominates the area by tion he
of the pews.
out
pointed
field,
marketing
crowded
is
and
who
fireplace
he
the
This
the
seaman
may
merchant
DEAR ABBY:
But after the church was
that today's generation is tiet• witJi rnenientoes such an an balk, the first pew had alwas haying trouble with his mad, Slaving been in the Army
silver
a
witt..
eduestiche
formal
inkwell
winr4
ling
antique
Kw More than 26 years, Tye had Sots of eiperience in moving
ready been alloted. Angered,
than it did 30 years ago. In top.
Vanderhoof contended a deal
• iround and have found that postmasters are very
number of
highlights
the
gold
and
mediae
1940,
Green
was a deal and refused to erect
cooperative people. Just tell the sailor to pick up some
was
it
making
completed
years
nouse,
the
school
brighten
steeple, leaving instead the
a
change of address cards at the post office next time he's
wife.
12.1.
was
a
8.4: In IVO, it
an inviting place for
note:
ashore, and to fill one out each time he changes ships The
Commenting on this, Dr. hunter - which may be pre"Beautiful Fairfield, proud
postmaster will fousward his mail directly to him instead of
Leo Bogart, the bureau's execu- cisely what Jo Anne has in
people; Elegant church, no
address.
sending it to his parents' mailing
tive vice-president and general
steeple." The white steeple
LT. COL U. S. ARMY
manager, said, ",-- the more mind.
was added later and remains
Steady beau
highly educated, the doers and
atop the church.
She has a steady beau and
What's your problem You'll feel better if yes get it off
achievers have always shown admits she wouldn't find maryour chest. Write to ABBY. Bos MTN. Los Angeles. CaL
the greatest orientation to riage too prat a trial.
addressed
stamped.
~lose
reply
Me. For a personal
print. This still holds true
A farm girl from the outer
ISAIIZ IC'S= GRAYS
envelope
today.
fringes of Gary, Ind., Jo Anne
What they read
spends hours in her kitchen
For Abby 's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Weddiag."
What do they read?' Some preparing CiAtrplicated casser. Los Angeles. Cal. MN.
•
send ii to Abby. Boa ti!r1•
samplings: The college set, by oles, soups and stews. Flow89 per cent, reads the main ever4when her boyfriend calls
news section at least three for steak and potatoes, Jo
times a week. Among high Nnne will sacrifice her culinary
school boys, 78 per cent read
Mimeo MS
arts.
the news and sports sections
Boyfriend ,N presented lo
three times a week or more. Anne with a sehipperkey on
This same group also reported her birthday last september.
a 74 per cent readership of the To the uninitiated, a schipper.
comics, 62 per cent the pro- key is a Belgian boat dog .fhii,
MIMACNUALS
gram lists, 42 per cent horo- partreniar arie is named-Pop-ye
AM,11110.• Mow
scope. 42 per cent editorial and enjoys the swimming pool.
111 Mob St "MMUS
pages, 30 per ctnt teen-age
In Anne has a great amount
news.
columns and
Among high school girls,
79 per cent said they read
the news section three or more
times a week. Other well read
ports of the paper included

'Country boy' disagrees
with Abby's opinion

IP\

living

NOTICE

TUCK

Yes, there can be
a subdued Jo Anne

Want Ads Work Wonders.

64. North

753-4141

FIRST DEGREE — The first
•tvorniiti to reCt•I V/.. 0 mast( !'s cli.:gi'et• in civil engin-,
voi ink fiskm Te,(1117, Treh'
l'ruvi•I soy. 5-foot.
Jana MAI yhill Loyd tallts
Ii' :I follow ivoiS kei
:# job
in Lubbock. Tux

Parker Ford, Inc.
701 Main

'ECONOMICAL, AP
and rooms to rent.
and others. Near ca
753-4646.
ROOMS FOR • I
University. Privat
with kitchen. $30.00
boy. Utilities furni
753-6638.

WHEN IT

HAPPENS
ltft\,....;

atike,,
\
,
'NY'tg
s, s.

s
s•s:

#

AIRMODERN
CONDITIONED—fu
Washers and drye
Zimmerman Apts. So
753-6609

ei•

../""

.

TWO BEDROOM
miles West of Alin
the Alrno and Ki
Phone 7534539 after

WILL YOU GET YOURS
TOSES
AT
•

.••

erc,.
1

1965 HOUSE trailer
_furnished, near
Phone 753-3895 or 7

sIsse...re"-

TWO BEDROOM du
month. $50.00 de
preferred. No pets.
College Farm Road
2162.

•

SPRING

BOAT SHOW
Saturday & Sunday, March13 814

ONE BEDROOM
apartment, air-c
electric heat. Water
furnished. Phone
Available March 1st.

•
•

FURNISHED UPS
apartm
bedroom
Wat
conditioned.
cablevision furnish
preferred. No pets.
6805 after 5:00 p.m.

Over
1

BOATS ON DISPLAY!

•
•
.0
•

ROOM
FOUR
basement apartment
furnished. Two girls
couple. Phone 753:605

RS & TRAILERS
BOATS,—MOTOORS

LARGE FURNISHED
apartment. Electric h
conditioned. Couple
Apply at 1606 West M

of Various Makes, Types and Sizes
(Fishing Boats - Runabouts - Inboard - Pontoon Inboard/Outboard, up to 24 ft., and Etc.)

12x54 TRAILER. P
new. See Brandon
Trailer Court after 4:
phone calls please.

We Carry A Complete Line of
Fishing Tackle and Marine
Supplies

1968 TWO bedroom tra
nice, air-condition
University. Phone 7
1482.
FOR SALE OR

* OVER '500 IN DOOR PRIZES! *

1967 MODEL HOUSE
42, air-conditioned, el
Phone 753-2583

Be sure to register.

BUSINESS OPPOR

You do not have to be present to win!

Busine

MACK & MACK
SPORT-A-RAMA

CONTROL
Your Driving

into the clean cans. This will
repel flies and other insects.

with hot suds, scatter sonic
packaged soap or detergent

list UNTlit) SLOE

MA

HIGH

West otEggner's ferry
010!IOMLIMIC

est

Owned

_

vBrakes vSteering vShocks vTires
vExhaust System wlights vTurn Signals
vWipers vlItashers vOefrosters
Safety Belts vMass vIMirrors
,Horn
vIDoorlocks'

e

1

FOR R

erLipeand
LetLive"
CONTROLThese
Safety Features

Tuesday thru Thursday, March 2-4

iKitn

After emptying, washing
and sanitizing garbage cans

•
•
•

SHRIMP
SPECIAL

to Five P
Road and

market, •
FORD RUNABOUT,SIXTY YEARS LATER—Fords newest entry in the small car
TO.
the 1971 Pinto Runabout, will make its public debut at the Chicago Auto Show February
easy
The new model features a wide rear door and standard fold-down rear seat that provides
access to 41.5 cubic feet of carrying capacity. The 1911 Model T Runabout in the backgrOund
was said to have "the best performance and greatest speed of all Model T's ever built." Its' I
zippy little successor—the Pinto Runabout—will be available In Ford dealerships February 1
25. More-than 100,000 Pintos have been sold since the car's introduction last September.
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ALL YOU CAN EAT!
Boiled Shrimp — $1 75
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NOTICE
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20.
sy
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Its
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NOTICE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

SAVE $10.00 to $40.00 on Wards
Tillers. 3,1 HP, $120.69, on 5 HP
$161.92. Montgomery Ward
Catalog Agency, 510 Main,
Murray. 753-1966.
M4C

NOTICE

TUESDAY-MARCH 2, 1971

WANTED TO BUT

HELP WANTED

NOTICE

ANTIQUE SEWING machine,
WANTED: Housekeeping Or- WANT TO BUY: Used mobile
iron bedstead, wringer type
derly for Operating Room. Apply homes. Phone 753-5980.
M2C,
washer and tub, electric range,
in person, Nursing Office,
Westinghouse tank type cleaner,
Murray -Calloway County WANT
New Shipment of
TO BUY; used 26 inch
couch suitable for recovering,
Hospital.
March 3C bicycle, preferable girls. Price
walker for handicapped adult,
1968 NEW MOON Mobile home, black and white T. V. call 753-2557
reasonable. Phone 767-47Th after
two bedrooms. House carpet or 753-5401 after 3:30 p.m.
- APPLICATIONS ARE now 5:00 p.m.
M2P
M4C
throughout. Air-conditioned.
being accepted for a nurse aide
Excellent shape. Perfect for FOUR TOP grade Holstein
training class to begin soon at WANT TO buy; logs and standing
small family. Phone 753-6737 heifers, 3 with week old calves, I
v SPORTS COATS
Murray -Calloway County timber. Also have for sale lumber
v SUITS
after 5:00 p.m.
M2P freshen soon, Phone 436-5
Hospital. Apply at Nursing Of- and sawdust. Murray Saw Mill
v PANTS v SHIRTS v TIES
fice."
after 5:00 p.m.
M12C and Lumber Co. Phone 753-4147.
M4P
MEN'S SILK and wool suits.
TFC
First quality. $100.00 value, only 700 BALES all Jap hay. 60e and
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNIT
Y for
$49.95. Big discounts en sport 65c per bale. Phone 435-5311. M4C
ambitious man. Must have panel
coats, jackets, pants, shirts, ties,
truck. For appointment call 753belts, etc.
8 FOOT Pool table. Phone 753-NOTICE
7418.
M4C
We also have ladies sportswear 4647
M4C
in nylon and polyester pant-suits,
soen awn
''WANTED R. N. or L.P.N., 311 r
blouses and slacks at huge 1970 YAMAHA. In excellent
atazsgsmessistszcstszxstacmisiVicItSWM
and or 11-7 shift. Salary excellent.
savings.
ATTENTION
Flower's
BOYS!!
Factory
bars,
high
shape,
extras;
with
Owned and Operated by Artell Tucker
Fringe benefits. Write Mr. Sam •
Outlet, 118 East Washington. sissy bar, turn signals. See at
....The
LEDGER
&
Gray, Administrator, 203 E. I
Paris, Tennessee.
M2P Murray Sport and Marine Center
TIMES is now taking ap-North Street, Mayfield, Kentucky'
Phone 753-2900
or call 753-2715 after 5:00 p.m. M4
plications for carrier
42
.
066, Phone 247-5320.
MOBILE HOME Insurance.
M2C
Across from MSU Library
I routes. In order to update
Broad coverage. Low rates
our files, boys who placed
PHONE 753-3242
Check with us for all your In- 14 FOOT fdn Boat, trailer, 10 HP
▪ an application over three
CARD OF THANKS
surance before
you
buy
motor,
6 speed troll motor and
FOR RENT
.• months ago should come to
NOTICE
Galloway .Insurance and Real battery. Phone 753-4857.
We the famify of Lloyd Henry
MSC
the office and reapply.
SERVICES
SERVICES
OFFERED
Estate
OFFERED
Agency, phone 753wish to express our thanks and
'ECONOMICAL, APARTMENTS ASSUME $18.00 a month
Several routes are now
5842.
appreciation
friends,
our
to
March41'
ONE
PA
system
and rooms to rent. For students payment on small pianowith FURNITURE REFINISHING. FOR ALL your home alterations
▪ open and will be filled
elatives for their
microphones. Phone 753-5685 All work guaranteed. Free repairs, remodeling, etc. new or neighbor
and others. Near campus. Phone Leaches Music and T. V. in SONG MODEL 650
• immediately.
professional
sympathy
expressio1s
love
of
and
after 4:30 p.m
753-4646.
M4C pickup and delivery. Free old. Free estimates. Call 753March 8C Dixieland Center. 753-7575 TFC tape recc1
Apply in person to
/4rder, two months old.
March 29NC extended t us during the illness
estimate. Antique or natural 6123.
Lists for $450.00. Will sell for
loved
one.
our
death
of
and
I
9 x 12 OVAL braided rug, $15.00. finish. Jerry McCoy,753ROOMS FOR boys, near
$350.00. Phone 753-3467
M2F
Special thanks for the flowers
Early American telephone gossip 3045.
University. Private entrance
March 31C
and food, and the choir and piano
bench,
$20.00.
Ladies
size
8
green
GOLF CLUBS, four woods, five
PRIVATE MUSIC
with kitchen. $30.00 monthly each
player. Our special thanks to
irons, two putters, bag. Also Chesterfield coat, $10.00. Ladies DOZING, $8.00 per hour. No job
boy. Utilities furnished. Phone
LESSONS
Kawasaki motorcyble, 500 c. c., size 10 blue corduroy, lined coat, too small. No large jobs please. in Bass Guitar, 5-String Banjo Bro.'s Coy Garrett,' Johnson
753-6638.
M3C
Easley, and W. A. Farmer for
Per three cylinder, 1969 model. Take $10.00. Pini and white girls Reliable service. New man in and Classical Guitar are being their
Room mil
words of comfort. Finally,
bedspread, double size, $5.00. Murray area. Phone 753over
payments.
Call
753organized.
Register
Only
now.
TWO BEDROOM trailer, 2,1
Benefit 4U
Day 6809.
our thanks to the nurses of the 4th
Phone 753-7937,
M4C
8548.
M4NC
M5P
a limited number of students floor, the Hospital Staff and
miles West of Almo Heights on
Free Intormation
will be accepted.
the Almo and Kirksey Road.
ONE 3/. Chariots bull. Weighs 800 40 INCH ELECTRIC
especially Dr. Hugh Houston.
Tappan "BEST PART time job in town
If interested call:
Phone 753-3539 after 5:00 p.m. M4
lbs. 11 months old. Price $250.00. range. Priced reasonable.
May God richly bless each of
Phone
nihng woman under 60 to assist
C
'
CIII'C'KS MUSIC
Phone- 753-1236.
you!
homme
M2C 753-3987
MSC in my business. Openings in
753-419
CENTER
Agency
Calloway, Marshall and Graves
MODERN
AIRONE MALE .,black registered WHILE IT lasts-Hallru
Wife, Children
1411 Main St., Murray,Ky.
nner, Counties. For interview apCONDITIONED-furnished apts.
Dachshund pup, priced $35.00.
& Grandchildren.
Phone 753-3582
stair carpet 27 inch width, 50c pointment call 753-8970 between 2
Washers and dryers available
Phone 753-2378.
1TP
****************
M2( running foot; some shag $2.99
and 4:80 p.m.
M3(
Zimmerman Apts. So. 16th Phone
square yard, one bolt indoor753-6609
FOR RENT
M4C
FOR RENT
1970 HONDA motorcycle, 750 CC. outdoor $2.99 square yard.
For
Just like new, priced to sell. $3.95 square yard you can pick
1965 HOUSE trailer, 12 x
Phone 753-7930 after 5:00 p.m. M2 anything in house. Come to see it
WANTED TO RENT
. furnished, near University.
Aron**. Why order mad wait?
Think
of--Phone 753-3895 or 753-3182. M3C
•NEVER USED anything like Big stock. Cash and carry. WANT TO RENT a two or three
t.- say users of Blue Lustre Paschall Discount House, Hazel, bedroom house. Must be com1P
TWO BEDROOM duplex,$75.00 a
carpet cleaner. Rent electric K.Phone 492-9733.
Nice, shady, quiet trailer park, with all
fortable, with water and heat in
month. $50.00 deposit. Couple
'shapooer
m
$1.00. Big K.
M6(
house. Would like it between
modern
facilities. On Highway 94 East, one
preferred. No pets. See at 1601
350 HONDA SCRAMBLER,.1969 Murray and Hazel. Will take a
College Farm Road or call 1-313- 401 Maple St 753-3642 KEEP
CARPET
cleaning model. Phone 436-5872.
block from Kentucky Lake.
M4C one year lease. Contact A. C.
2162.
MI1P
problems small-use Blue Lustre
Hooge, 9212 Jefferson Hwy.,
HUBERT DUNN is now working wall to wall, Rent electric WOMEN'S CLOTHES, sizes 14 Baton Rouge, La. 70809. Phone
ONE BEDROOM furnished Thursday,
Friday and Saturday „ ampooer $1. Western Auto, and 16. Phone 753-4548 after 4:00 927-8009. Will consider house in
Phone 474-2247
apartment, air-conditioned, at zwhite Way
p.m.
M4C Murra
M2C
Barber Shop. M4C Home of The
electric heat. Water and sewer
II."
M3C
furnished. Phone 753-9741.
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- 305 SUPER Hawr-SCratailer, SIXTEEN OUNCE bottles.
Available March 1st.
M2C
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M. excellent condition. Phone 753- graduated with one ounce
" THERE ARE NO OCEANS IN
THERE ARE NO OCEANS A
I TNOiLliFIT YOU LJANTEC US
markings, with screw tops. Cab
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- 7783 after 6:00 p.m.
KANSAS :THERE ARE NO OCEANS
M3P
THERE ARE.. "
To 80 IN TO DEtAIL
FURNISHED UPSTAIRS one
Ronald W. Churchill.
M4C
IN NEBRASKA.'MERE ARE NO
mington, Kentucky.
March 5C
bedroom
apartment,
airOCEANS IN-LNEvA0A. THERE ARE
JOHN DEERE 2 row corn
conditioned.
NO OCEANS IN ,WNNESOTA "
Water
and
FOR LEASE OR RENT
planter, complete with fertilizer AMERICAN SUPER 8 sanding
eablevision furnished. Couple
boxes and seed plates. Bought machine, American De-Lux 16"
preferred. No pets. Phone 753- rfREE BEDROOM brick, CWO
new last year and planted less polisher with 3 attachments,
6805 after 5:00 p.m.
M34aths, fireplace, patio, near than 50 acres of corn. Call 492- Super 7 Clarks edger, must sell
university. $125.00 per month, 726 or see Preston Perry at the due to ill health. All in good
FOUR
ROOM
furnished call 753-4481 after 5 p.m.
condition-753-2324
M4P
M. Post Office at Hazel, Ky.
M3
basement apartment. Utilities
NOTICE
furnished. Two girls or married
HORSE; TWO year old Blanket Nancy
NOTICE
couple. Phone 753:6051
Appaloosa, green broke; also
M3C
saddle, bridle and blanket. Phone
LL TRY
WELL, I
BUT AT LEAST
474-2371 after 4:30 p.m.
LARGE FURNISHED efficiency
M4C
TO MAKE
DIDN'T
I MADE A
apartment. Electric heat and airMAKE A
A FIGURE
SEVEN
conditioned. Couple preferred.
GOOD JAP hay. Phone 0.L.
•
EIGHT
FIGURE
Cain, 753-3537.
Apply at 1606 West Main.
M3(
M2P
ts
°e&i/rtc)
EIGHT--

NEW LOCATION
TUCKER'S TV & RADIO
REPAIR
Has Moved

THE COLLEGE SHOP

SPRING and SUMMER
MERCHANDISE

to Five Points - Corner of Coldwater
Road and Dodson Avenue

DRASTICALLY REDUCED
FALL and WINTER
MERCHANDISE

18 Years Experience

THE COLLEGE SHOP

I

I

HOSPITAL
INSURANCE

I

Circulation
Manager

103 N. 4th St
Limammminumdl
I

McCONNELL

DON'T FORGET.
HIRE THE VET!

Thinking of
Home Decorating?
Hughes Paint
Store

TRAILER SPACES FOR RENT

1

4

Kenlake Trailer Park

1

1

41011wi.4111111M1w

I

12x54 TRAILER. Practically
new. See Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Court after 4:00 p.tnr_r4Q,,,
phone calls please.
M3C
1968 TWO bedroom trailer. Extra
nice, air-conditioned, near
University. Phone 753-3895 or 7532482.
M2C

OPENING SOON
Roffler of Murray
Hair Stylists
and Barbers

Lai

1969 BSA Firebird Scrambler
motor cycle. Excellent condition.
Phone 767-4252.
M2P
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

'41111IN
-1 411111

•

.1104
.

it

•••••••
..I•1•••

UI

Pro

RETIRING? INTERESTED ins
.nice two bedroom home with ail•
the enjoyment and conveniences
The Colonials
FOR SALE OR RENT
of both city and country living"
Then you will want to see this
Central Shopping Center
TORTURE FAILS
EVEN ENEMY
1967 MODEL HOUSE trailer, 10 x
home just 2,2 miles from Murray
VALOR MUST
FitONCH SPY
42, air-conditioned, electric heat.
on the New Concord Highway. P4
WON'T TALK ,SI rz HE'S INHUMAN:
REVVA,eLE,C
,
,
Phone 753-2583,
M8C
acres of land with approximately
BY JOVE •••
3, acre completely fenced,
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
AUTOS FOR SALE
eluding a apple orchard. (ity
1968 FORD Torino GT. Extra water, air-conditioning,.,carport
and utility room with extra
clean. Will sell cheap. Phone 492cabinets and closet space,
8327.
M2P paneled kitchen
and den combination. Must sell quick -1965 El. CAMINO, wine with red moving. Phone 753-5447 after 500
interior. Radio and factory air A p.in, during week days.
M3P
reel sharp car. Phone 753-1277
days or 753-5175 nights.
M2(,.TWO ACRES of land, one
mile off
641 North, near Flint Church, L'il Abner
1963 VOLKSWAGON, $150.00 .paved road. Phone 753-1947. M4P
-IT GOT HER
WHAT IS THAT
Needs repairs. Phone
PASTED IN TH'
FAULT P
753:6541
M3P TWO STORY hoilse with two car
CHOPS E5`1
garage, across from new tugh ,
RVRI LADY IN
THEY IS TOO
OPENING SOON IN
DOGPATCH
GENNULMANL•I
school on Johnson Blvd. Four t
1952 JEEP, FOUR-wheel drive.
TO MENSHUN IT!!
bedrooms, 2L2 baths, living room,
Snap on top. Perfect running dining
room, kitchen with builtcondition. Phone 753-6842. M4P ins,
large den with fire-place.
Call
Phone 753-3058
M4C
1967 MUSTANG convertible, 289,
power steering, automatic
transmission, Also 1960 Falcon
Owensboro. Ky. - Phone 684-0278
239, 4 speed Phone 753-7876 after
5 00p m
M2P
,
•

14I.AWM44.4144.

Tossy Morganti Owner

r

41111110. 411MIND.

-411111W .0111110.

r

.411•10.

LOOK , OLD CHAP.
A LOVE Ls,/
rK Dis..1EY
E

IG
CA,
441-12
-1,
Foc-rytAt.4NON,
A T.HOuSAND M-1
MOSKET41,75.04.

Business Opportunity
Own Your Own
MAYTAG EQUIPPED

HIGHLANDER CENTER
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

s •*i
at: p•
4'
3

•

CREEPY,
HAII4T
IT?.

• Swrl
THERE AtICE
MO SECRETS
FROM
PS'ICH i AIRY!!

•a 4 4.

AT LAST
Al-I'LL FIND
OUT-WHAT
MAH
ONE FAULT
IS!!

Commercial Laundry Dist., Inc.

ftihen.

•

•••

"ti
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-Committee...
{Continued From Page One)

Funeral Wednesday
For Mrs. Beane

TUESDAY—MARCH 2. 1971

The •

1 /k/1/24 NifeEfigi

Dear Editor:
the subcommittee in a roil-call Funeral services for Mrs
I read with interest your recent
vote taken Monday night when Bessie Beane of Lynn Grove will
editorial, dated Thursday,
the House reconvened after the be held Wednesday at two p.m. at
the Salem Baptist Church where
February 25, 1971, entitled
weekend recess.
"Regrettable Decision." There
The House has adjourned until she was'a member.
are a number of statements in
10 a.m. Wednesday while the Grandsons will serve as
this editorial that seem very
hearing is in progress by the 10— pallbearers who are Billy Beane,
member subcommittee which Allen Beane, Ronnie Beane,
tragic. I believe that within this
was the interim subcommittee Jerry Joseph, Roger Joseph, and
editorial one can plainly see how
that prepared the House proposal Darrel Miller. Interment will be
you view man in general and our
in the Salem Cemetery with the
from redistricting.
democratic society.
Rickert,
D- arrangements by the Max
Rep. Jon
You stated you see "nothing
Elizabethtown,
said all Churchill Funeral Home where
wrong" with barring -people
representatives would be given friends may call.
like" Bill Kunstler from speaking
Mrs. Beane, age 73, died
an opportunity to speak at the
at Murray State University
hearing and would be given 10 Monday at 4:30 a.m. at the
because they are "under in'minutes each to present the Baptist Memorial Hospital,
dictment." I seem to remember
Memphis, Tenn., where she had
proposals.
somewhere in our governmental
Miss Mary Lee Brownfield
Rickert said the hearing wai to been a patient for a week since
process a phrase "innocent until
find the :'representatives' being transferred from a hospital
proven guilty." If would seem
niggestions, ideas, and com- in Mayfield. She had undergone
that just because a person is
plaints" on the proposed reap- surgery at the Mayfield Hospital
acused of a crime is no reason to
portionment plan which splits 31 a few weeks ago and was in
censor his speaking. I also
counties in attempting to place an Memphis for further treatment.
wonder what you meant when
... AND DON'T EAT ANYTHING SOLID FOR 24 HOURS
The deceased and her husband,
equal number of persons in
you said "people like William
—Harold. a 2'u -year-old chimpanzee at the World of
Dempsey Beane, who survives,
each legislative district.
Kunstler." I view each man as an
The hearings, Rickert said, lad been married for fifty-six
individual, a rational creature,
were a prelude to the holding of years. She was born February 8,
The Murray High School able to make his own choices, to
public hearings on the proposed 1898, in Calloway County and her
Chapter of the Distributive determine his own destiny. I
plan. No decision had yet been parents were the late Steve
Education
Clubs of America believe this country was built on
Bazzell and Eldora Black Bazmade on public hearings.
DECA)
will
hold a contest to the premise that he has this
The State Government com- zell.
The funeral for Mrs. Dell
select
the
local
DECA Sweetheart ability. It is also built on the
Survivors are her husband;
mittee earlier Monday voted to
Finney of 206 East Poplar Street,
premise
that
he
is
basically
good
to represent Murray at the Anallow the interim subcommittee four daaughters, Mrs. Modelle
Murray, was held today at two
nual State Leadership Con- and will choose the best choices
which
worked
on
reap- Threet and Mrs. Lyndia Woods of
for himself and his fellow man. If p.m. at the chapel of the Max
ference
to
be
held
at
Stauffers
portionment before the special Mayfield, Mrs. Verlene Joseph of
Churchill Funeral Home with Dr.
Inn, Louisville, April 1, 2, and 3. not, why does man have a voice in
session, to become a sub- Kirksey, and Mrs. Linda
Frank N. Tinder officiating.
governing himself?
ily M. C. Garrott
The
contest
will
be
at
The
committee of the State Govern- Wilkerson of Farmington; six
Woman's Clubhouse Wednesday, The statement made in the The Wear Helm Sunday School The .opportunity to study
ment Committee and continue sons, Willie B. of Farmington,
March 3, at 7:30 p.m. Miss Mary editorial, if a person does not like Class of First Christian Church abroad is the greatest opBuel of Hickory, Glen of Wingo,
with the redistricting plan.
portunity he'll ever have,
Lee
Brownfield of Murray High, "what he is doing," "what school served as an honorary group.
and James
Rep. Gross C. Lindsay, D- Loyd, Halford
William E. Kerrick, a 1971-72
currently
reigning
DECA he attends," "what the rules
Henderson, asked if represen- Harold, all of Murray; twentyPallbearers
were
Roy
Starks,
Rotary Fellow and a junior at
Sweetheart for the State of are," "the regulations of his
grandchildren;
eleven
tatives
from
the
1st eight
"he can quit," B. C. Allbritten, B.illHanNick, Murray State University, told the
Kentucky, will act as the wiiversity," .
Congressional
District
in great grandchildren.
Alfred_ Young, James ntiliy Murray Rotary Club Thursday.
mistress of ceremonies and will seemed especially sad to me. I
Western Kentucky might appear
Allbritten, and Raphael Jones. Kerrick, 20, is the first cancrown the new candidate queen. wonder what would be the case if
as a group. Rickert said they
Burial was in the Murray City didate from the Murray club and
Contestants for the crown will all Christian people in this nation, Cemetery
would be allowed the privilege.
with the arrangements the first -Murray State student to
be: Nita Atkins, Jo Beth Benton, notliking the condition of the
Later Lindsay said the Western
by the Max Churchill Funeral win one of the coveted, one-year
Deena Edmonds, Joyce Hopkins, country, quit trying to change it?
Kentucky group of represenHome.
• undergraduate scholarships for
Diane Hornsby, Rosa Hudspeth, The beauty of this nation is that
tatives would propose a plan that
Mrs. Finney, age 89, died study' at an overseas university of
things
can
be
improved,
and
ram
Sandra Hughes, Vicki Lowery,
From -The.
.would not split any counties We
Sunday at the Meadowview his choice provided by the Rotary
Lynne Sammons, and Rebecca sure many people are attempting
think the courts will uphold it, if
to change this country today, to a Retirement Home near Far- Foundation.
Wagar.
Northern Kentucky, Jefferson
mington. She was a ready to wear
He plans to enr011 at the
Judges for the contest will be way of life that they would like
County and Fayette County get
merchant in Murray for thirty University of Bristol in England
Mrs. Grady Cantrell, former better, such as true freedom,
their proper representation," he
years and more recently was in or his senior year, continuing his
(Reg. U.S. Pat. OH.)
instructor of Alia Adams equality of all peoples and other
said.
studies of physics and mathBy United Press International Modeling Agency of Louisville, such ideals. I may not agree with the millinery business.
Under the 1970 census figures,
Survivors are two sons, Garvin matics.
WASHINGTON — Sen. Mike Terry Chandler, director of the their means or their ends, but I do
the reapportionment requires
The son of Elizabethtown High
Gravel, D-Alaska, about the Dinner Theatre at Kentucky Dam agree and totally defend their.Finney of Kalamazoo, Mich., and
that five additional seats be given
Ralph V. Finney of Murray; one SclaciO1 Principal and Mrs. Paul
bomb blast at the Capitol:
Village, and Frank Gonzales, right to attempt to make
Jefferson County and more for
sisters, Mrs. Myrtle Zeigler of Kerrick, he, was valedictorian of
-This is probably one of the producer of Kentucky Dam changes.
Fayette County.
I am very impressed with your Cairo, Ill.; two brothers, Joe WallA his graduating class of 172
outrageous bombing that Village Theatre.
most
The House bill has not yet been
has occurred in this country. Judging will be based upon the statement that you -know what is of Eddyville and Bub Wall of members and is at Murray on a
referred to a committee. The bill
Vit&n, Ill.; two grandchildren, national merit scholarship. He
It's outrageous mainly because girls' attractiveness, dress, right." There have been many
also still lacks boundaries inside
Finney and Mrs. Steve also received a $500 Murray State
Mike
great
men
in
our
history
who
it
struck
at
a
building charm and personality as
a county for counties that are
Andrus, two great grand- Alumni Association scholarship
by the judges. Each have recognized how difficult it is4chibirett, .10•
venerated
by
the
people
determined
of
this
split.
and,harrr Dodd. in his freshman year.
nation. Whoever did it had to icontextant Will be interviewed by to "know' what t.""tight.- 104
In The Senate
-I can learn physics and
the judges and appear in a formal must constantly strive for this
be criminally deranged."
A storm could be brewing over
knowledge, keeping always in
mathematics here," he told the
during the evening activities.
the so far peaceful waters of the DES MOINES, Iowa—A pla- The DECA Sweetheart contest mind that we are human, not
Rotarians, "for these are the
nate as a special session of the
same the world over,. What I hope
card held by a protester as is being sponsored by the Murray devine, and hove the capacity to
tucku Legislature works to
to gain abroad is a greater unPresItient Nixon's motorcade Rotary Club who has taken an make mistakes. This is why I
rtron the state's legislative
rea
derstanding of people, for true
J'active interest in the activities of cannot bind on others any ruling (Continued From Page One
ssed Monday:
districts.
education is a continuing process
"Same enemy, Same fight, these future leaders in marketing as to what they think, or say, or
The biggest discontent was
listen to. It is their given right to rnents. Mrs. Boone further an- of the appreciation of our
Workers and students must and distribution.
supposed to come with the House
Music will be provided by freedom of speech, freedom to nounced that adult sewing entries fellowman, being able to better
unite."
bill, which would split 31 counwere needed.
understand each other and to
Chuck Simons, Jim Frank, Sue listen, and freedom to act on what
ties, while the Senate was exOutland, know the true worth of one
Purdom
Richard they hear in accordance with Mrs.
and
HAVERFORDWEST, Wales— Kirkland
pected to have an easier task with
treasurer, reported a club another.
Price Charles commenting on Neathamer. The local DECA what they believe is their best
its proposal. But storm warnings
balance of 22,635.81. Mrs. "If any progress is to be made
course
and
the
best
course
for
High
School
left
by
of
Murray
visitors to chapter
the litter
were sighted in the upper House
Thomas Brown, corresponding in the world, people must untheir
counttY.
Windsor Castle:
wishes to thank the following
Monday night and could forward "It is difficult to get through persons and organizations for
These men, contrary to your secretary, informed depart- derstand each other," he said. He
mental chairmen that university plans to teach upon completion of
of a battle over the present
to people that they would not their interest and help in making belief, just might be decent men international
students were his work,
wvking
proposal.
for
a
people
they
love
like it if their gardens were this event possible; The Murray
It appears the battle could be
available for programs with Sponsored by the Murray-club
Rotary Club, Chucks Music and feel have been wronged.
coitered with rubbish."
over discontent with the present
donations to the International for one of. the foundatiors
Center, Lindseys Jewelers, Merle They have the right to express
bill, or a possibility of a fight
Students Scholarship Find being scholarships, Kerrick was one of
they
themselves
as
wish
whether
Norman Studios, Shirley's
between the rival camps of
more than 350 young men and
you or I agree with them or not. welcomed.
Florist and Holland Drug's..
Democratic gubernatorial Committee..
i agree with you on your last Mrs. J. I. Hosick reported on women recently named to
All
friends
of
Distributive
The key figures in the
candidates Bert Combs and
point in the editorial that age proposed legislative changes. receive them across the country
dissatisfaction move appear to be Education and the. Murray High should be respected. I do think Mrs. Bethel Richardson and Mrs
Wendell Ford.
by Rotary International.
School Chapter- of DECA are
The bill had been expected to B. E. (Nig) Billings, D-Stanton, cordially invited to attend the that years do not increase a Allen Russell discussed progress He was introduced by Wilson
be sent to the State Government and Joe D. Stacy, D-West
person's intelligence. It is my made in the youth center project. Gantt, program chairman for the
crowning of the new DECA Queen
Committee, but was assigned Liberty, both of whom have their at the Woman's Clubhouse March belief that thought and study: do An advisory board has beer day.
instead to the Elections and districts greatly changed under
formed, it was reported, to study
this.
3, t'7:30 p.m.
Constitutional Amendements the bill.
I lived in Murray for two years, further the proposed center.
—
1969-70, and attended graduate Mrs. Richardson announced
school
at
Murray
State that the March general meeting
University. I like the town and has been set for Wednesday
the people who live in the town. I March 24, beginning at ten a.m
respect them as intelligen at the clubhouse. A highlight oi Final rites for
Gaylon White of
human beings. I believe that the the meeting will be reports from--Hazel will be held
Wednesday at
hAve the ability to make the' each departmental -chairman two p.m. at the
Green Plain
own choices and do not ne Mrs. George Winn, First district Church of Christ with
Bro. BM
dictating
to
them
someone
wha Governor, of KFWC, will be the Johnson
officiating.
they can hear and not hear.
luncheon speaker, and the Musk Pallbearers will be
Farley
Somehow, I feel that you too, Department will present an Raspberry, William Adams,
Paul
regardles of your editorial, entertaining skit. Reservations Wilson, John Cunningham, Ira
believe in freedom of expression, for the luncheon are to made by Morgan, and Randal
Patterson.
or a place would not have been March 18. The Sigma and Home Interment will be in the Murray
made in your paper for "letters to Departments will serve as Memorial Gardens with the
the
editor"
for
people hostesses.
arrangements by the Miller
disagreeing with your stand on Mrs. Don Keller introduced Funeral Home of Hazel where
specific issues.
five members of the club Ad. friends may call.
only
visory Council who were guests White, age 64,
prominent
at the Executive Board luncheon: farther qf the Hazel Community,
Respectfullt,
Mesdames H. T. Waldorp, David died Sunday
Stacy C. Myers
at 11:30 p.m. at his
Southern Illinois UniiersitY Gowans, Jack Kennedy, Garnet home. He was a member of the
Scott.
Jones, and G. B.
Carbondale, Ill.
Green Plain Church of Christ. His
Members or-lie Executive parents were
the late Robert
Board presalt were Mesdames White and Minnie
Gibbon White.
Bethel Richardson.. Matt Spark- Survivors
are his wife, Mrs.
man, 0. B. Boone, Jr., John Belva White of Hazel;
two sons,
Gregory,, Thomas Brown, Pur Sonny
White of Owensboro and
Outland,
Maurice
dom
Federal State Market News
Charles White of Hazel: two
allirePOWN
Christopher, Ken Adams, John sisters,
Service March 2, 1971
Mrs. Opal Browner of
Knight, Castle
.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Livesay, Sam
Hazel Route Two and Mrs. 0. K.
George Hart, J. I
Market Report Includes 1 Parker,
Stubblefield of Murray Route
NO AGAI LIMIT
Hosick. Allen Russell, Don Five;
Buying Stations
one brother, Clifford White
ReceiPts: Act. 967 Est. 700 Keller, Jack Bailey, Hasse of Hazel Route Two; four
and Ted Bradshaw.
Additional Subletis $3.95
Harrows and Gilts fully steady Kuykendall,
grandchildren.
Groups $1.49 per person.
Sows steady

DECA Contest
For Sweetheart
Is Wednesday

Finney Rites Held
At Chapel loday

News

Woman's Club

Rites Wednesday
For Gaylon White
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WING COLOR PORTRAIT

By-SHARP STUDIO
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Purchase Area
Hog Market

BIG "K"

1

HoursThurs. & Fri. 11-3 48
Sat. 10.6
Sun. 1.5

Murray, Kentucky

Thurs., Fri., Sat., Sun.
March 4-5-6-7

US 1-3
US 2-4
US 2-4
US 3-4
Sows
,US 1.2
US 1-3
US 2-3

200-240
190-240
240-260
260-280

lbs
lbs
lbs
lbs

117_2517 75;
$1675.17 251
The first sport- broad, a,t
216 25-17 75; was aired Nov. I 3. l'i;211, v,11,11
215 75-16 25: the Union Collcgc
limo at SiticiirclailN. N.).
270-150 lbs $14.54-15 00: lured the I iii' i.i1 pIrarl Ii sit
300-550 lbs $1400.14 50; ball game.
450-4'.50 lbs 21:1 5o.ii
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Callowa
United Pr
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Animals near Dallas, Tex., gives his dentist, Dr. Martin Dinnes, a vacant smile after having a tooth pulled.

Mrs. Gray,80,
MSU Student Kuttawa,
Dies
Plans Study
In England

votes

NO HANDLING CHARGE
Limit
pet subject
2 pet family

Source

thorcii was Se1.111.

of famed speech
IND,
.
I PI)
1111
iii St. liditC- (lurch
that
in ...I
'W.11141011111
Patrick lien^ made hii or 'death -pccch in \larch.
4.77.1.
•

I nvestiga

.

(Continued Fr(ini Page One

KUTTAWA, Ky., March 1
strings on. her arm, but she was
Mrs. Lettie V. Gray, 80, Kutthe
tawa, died at 11:55 p.m. Sunday not tiecLiip when found by
at Hilltop Rest Home. She was authorities. She still had her
a member of Hopewell Baptist glasses on, authorities said.
Church and lifelong resident of , Churchill said the house was
not disarrayed and there were
Lyon County.
Survivors include two daugh- not -signs of a struggle or
ters, Mrs. Elizabeth E,tittidge, distrubance in the house. The
Avondale, Ariz., and Mrs. Wil- wires had been pulled from the
son Parrent, EddyVille; four telephone in the house.
Mrs. Dixon was an employee of
brothers, George/Vied, Fredonia,
Homer Vied, -Princeton, Hers- the National Hotel and the hotel
chel Vied, KUttawa, and Chester owner and the residents of the
Vied, Calloway County; two sis- hotel said that Mrs. Dixon was a
ters, Mrs. Phoebe Engler and very good worker and was well
Mp. Pauline Alsobrook, Prince- like by them all. Her husband,
i6n; seven grandchildren and James Dixon, is an employee of
six great-grandchildren.
Walker's Cars, Inc.
Funeral services will be conReports"are that her husband
ducted at 2:30 p.m. Tuesday at had tried to call her at about 12
Dunn Funeral Home by the Rev. noon that day which was his
Wayne Knoth and the Rev. Al- custom when his
wife was not at
fred Wallace, with burial in Kutwork. He did not receive an
tawa Cemetery.
answer, but just thought she was
probably out of the house. It is
Historic church aided
reported that her mother, Mrs,
SITKA, Alaska (UPI) — A Henry Dixon of Dexter Route
campaign to raise funds to One, had talked with her
rebuild historic St. Michael's daughter about 11 a.m.
Coroner Churchill set the time
Cathedral in Sitka got a
$12,000 boast when the Na- of Mrs. Dixon's death at between
tional Bank of Alaska contri- 11 a.m. and 12 noon on that
buted 210,000 and two bank Wednesday, February 19.
officials each gave $1,000.
Funeral services for Mrs.
The Ruisdael Orthodox church, Dixon were held on Friday,
constructed in 1848, burned February 19, and burial was in
to the ground New Year's Day, the McDaniel Cemetery, Her
1%6. The fund raising goal Survivors
are her husband and
is $100,000.
daughter, Father, Charlie Rye of
Cleveland, Ohio, stepfather and
* * *
mother, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
The spring boots most Dkxon of Dexter Route One; two
likely to succeed in comfort sisters, Mrs. Iva Nell Duncan of
on warm days will be made of Cleveland, Ohio, and Miss Ruth
canvas, burlap, denim and Dixon of Dexter Route One.
linen.

Town St
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SLACKS
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One Rack Polyester

• PANT SUITS
• JUMP SUITS
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• Swim Suits • Tops
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f3 OFF • Slacks • Shorts
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weather. They
they are doing a
when it warms
doing their thing
A kind reader ca
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mutation of som
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place somewher
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Most Sparrows
Fellow says that
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million. They're
he says, beca
more than four
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What a mind. A
against our en
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George R. Ef
Master of the
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Principal Eli
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High School.
students .achiev
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PARTY
DRESSES and
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Town 81 Country
Shop
Dixieland Shopping Center
Chestnut Street
MurrayKentuck
'Phone 753-8365

Franklin P Jo
"Anybody who •
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doesn't understa
very well".
Will Rogers said
prosperous on the
much prosperity
hole." He also sa
pay for things n
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